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Carolina Hurricanes open new season with 3-0 win over Detroit Red Wings
By Chip Alexander

Hamilton drops gloves

The Carolina Hurricanes opened a new season Thursday
with the kind of effort that pleased their coach, Rod
Brind’Amour. Not always the execution, but the effort.

In a generally sloppy second period that had the Canes
maintain their 1-0 lead, the most memorable moment had
Hamilton dropping the gloves after Gagner boarded Jordan
Staal.

The Canes took the early lead against the Detroit Red Wings
in winning 3-0 at Little Caesars Arena in Detroit. They were
physical. They got their shots and limited the Wings’
opportunities in helping goalie Petr Mrazek face just 14 shots
in his 22nd career shutout.

The Hurricanes earned their first power play of the season in
the second after Brock McGinn took a stick in the face from
Jon Merrill. The Canes nearly scored in the final seconds of
the power play as Martin Necas and Staal had good looks.

The Canes won their first Central Division game, getting an
even strength goal from Nino Niederreiter early in the game,
a power-play goal by Ryan Dzingel late in the third and then
a final empty-netter by Andrei Svechnikov. It was a tight
game, tighter than Brind’Amour liked, but a victory.

Skjei picked up the Canes’ first penalty of the season in the
second when he was whistled for tripping, but the Canes
killed it off.

“Game 1, after a long layoff, I’m not too upset about it,”
Brind’Amour said on the postgame media call. “The effort
was really good, and that’s the key.”

The Hurricanes’ first period of their first game of the 2020-21
season was solid all around, with the Canes the more
physical team in taking a 1-0 lead over the Red Wings.

Niederreiter, who earned a spot on the top line with
Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen with a solid training
camp, gave the Canes their first goal of the season. The
Canes had other good scoring chances and a big shooting
edge, but it remained 1-0 deep into the third period.

Mark it down: Niederreiter had the Canes’ first goal of the
season. Aho carried the puck into the zone and into the right
circle, then made a backhand pass through traffic.
Niederreiter, alone in the slot, beat Thomas Greiss with a
patient forehand to the short side at 3:38 of the first.

“The game was actually closer than it maybe appeared
because (the Wings) had some really good looks,”
Brind’Amour said. “That’s the stuff I want to eliminate, or try
to. We probably relied on Petr a little too much. We had a lot
of breakdowns I didn’t like.”

The Canes were credited with 13 hits in the opening period
— the biggest by Skjei, who smacked Wings defenseman
Filip Hronek along the boards. The Canes limited the Wings
to five shots and won 12 of 17 faceoffs in a complete period
that did have the Wings push back in the final minutes.

Dzingel scored on the power play by going to the front of the
net and getting a piece of a Jake Gardiner shot.

Had Svechnikov been able to handle a Necas pass off the
rush late in the period, the Canes would have led 2-0. But
Carolina had a 13-5 shooting edge in controlling much of the
period.

Canes defenseman Brady Skjei got in a jarring hit in the first
period. Defenseman Dougie Hamilton then dropped the
gloves and fired some fists at the Wings’ Sam Gagner in the
second.
Aho was active and his line produced some good scoring
chances. Niederreiter, coming off an indifferent 2019-20
season, had some promising looks at a second goal, and
Teravainen had a game-high seven shots but was more
noticeable this night with some heady defensive plays in the
game.
Canes defenseman Brett Pesce got his first game action
since a season-ending shoulder injury Feb. 22, 2020, against
Toronto. Pesce had 19:28 of ice time.
Forward Jesper Fast played his first game for the Canes.
Acquired as a free agent, Fast had a team-high five hits and
blocked a shot in making a winning debut with his new team.
The Canes and Red Wings face off again Saturday to finish
off the two-game set.

Good start for the Hurricanes

Neither team had a penalty in the opening period.
Familiar faces in net
The Canes won’t face the New York Islanders this season —
they’re in different divisions — but Carolina couldn’t dodge a
familiar face: goalie Thomas Greiss.
Greiss, who is starting the opener for the Wings, was
considered something of a “Canes killer” with the Isles, going
7-4-4 and playing especially well at PNC Arena. The veteran
signed a two-year contract with the Red Wings in October.
The flip side is that the Canes’ starting goalie, Mrazek,
played 166 games for Detroit from 2013-18 before the Wings
gave up on him and traded him. The games in Detroit remain
special to the Czech native.
Personnel moves
The Canes announced Thursday that Paul Schonfelder had
been named the goaltending coach, and Jason Muzzatti
would be reassigned as goaltender development coach.
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Schonfelder was the team’s minor league goaltending
consultant the past two seasons. Muzzatti was the Canes’
goaltending coach in 2019-20.
In other personnel moves, Matthew Aiello was named
assistant athletic trainer and Dave Paul an equipment
manager. Aiello was the head trainer for the Charlotte
Checkers of the AHL, and Paul had worked with the Canes
as an assistant equipment manager for eight years.
Mike Brown has been named manager of communications
with the departure of Pace Sagester.

Some Canes history
The Canes’ last regular-season game in 2019-20 was a 5-2
beating of the Red Wings in Detroit on March 10. The
pandemic then put a stop to everything, a “pause” that lasted
until August and the NHL’s postseason rounds. The Canes
were 3-0 against the Wings last season ...
It’s the first time the Canes and Wings have opened a
regular season against each other since Oct. 4, 2013, when
Detroit won 3-2 in overtime at PNC Arena. Bill Peters was
behind the bench — the Wings bench, as an assistant
coach.

Observations from the Carolina Hurricanes’ 3-0 win over the Red Wings
By Chip Alexander

Deceiving stats

From the opening day of the Carolina Hurricanes’ training
camp, it was something of a puzzler: Nino Niederreiter on the
top line with Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen, and not
Andrei Svechnikov?

Interesting that the Canes had a 43-14 edge in shots and 73
total shot attempts to the Wings’ 34, but only a 9-8
advantage in high-danger scoring chances, according to
Naturalstattrick.com.

But Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour wanted to balance his
lines. And Niederreiter, who struggled much of last season to
contribute offensively, was up for the challenge, pushing
himself hard in camp and then scoring the first goal Thursday
in the 3-0 season-opening win over the Detroit Red Wings.

The Wings hit a couple of posts and made the Canes
defensemen scramble and put in some heavy defensive
zone work during the game. Haydn Fleury had one shift that
lasted 2:50 in the second period.

“It’s always good to have a good start,” Niederreiter said on
the postgame media call. “I wasn’t very happy or very
pleased with the last season. I knew I expected a lot more
from me and I know I got better, and it’s nice being back with
them. At the end of the day it’s a great opportunity for me, so
I’ve got to work hard to stay there.”
Time will tell how long No. 21 stays with Aho and
Teravainen. But for starters, it worked well.
“It’s pretty obvious when you stick him with those guys
what’s expected,” Brind’Amour said on the media call.
“That’s our top line and we need it to be dynamic.”
Throwing down
Dougie Hamilton, fighting? Yes, Dougie Hamilton fighting.
There have been times when some question why Hamilton,
an imposing guy at 6-6 and 229 pounds, doesn’t throw his
weight around more and show a tougher edge. But the Dman didn’t hesitate Thursday when the Wings’ Sam Gagner
boarded Jordan Staal, immediately going after Gagner.
According to hockeyfights.com, it was Hamilton’s first fight
since battling Max Domi, then with Arizona, on Oct. 5, 2016
while playing for the Calgary Flames. He came away the
winner against Gagner.
“I think that was a good fight,” Canes goalie Petr Mrazek
said. “I’m happy for him that he did well.”
To which Brind’Amour added, “I don’t like seeing that, to be
quite honest, but I liked that he stood up for his teammate.”

“We had a lot of instances where we didn’t really get pucks
out like we normally do and it ended up forcing us to have
two-minute shifts in our own end,” Brind’Amour said. “That
wears your D down. But our D really hunkered down on
those shifts.”
No. 22 shows little rust
The last time defenseman Brett Pesce played in a Canes
game, David Ayres was becoming a folk hero as an
emergency goalie and no one knew very much about a novel
coronavirus. That Feb. 22, 2020, when Pesce injured a
shoulder in the game at Toronto and needed surgery.
But Pesce was back -- finally -- on Thursday. No. 22 put in
18 minutes at even strength and was effective on the penalty
kill.
“He was out for so long and we got used to playing without
him, and then you stick a guy in there like that and it’s like
‘Wow.,’” Brind’Amour said. “He was pretty darn good for
being out almost a year. We missed him. He is world class”
Quickie adjusted quickly
They call Jesper Fast “Quickie” for obvious reasons -- his
last name and the way the Swedish forward plays. The guy
stays on the move. He’s a hustler all over the ice.
Fast’s transition to his new team should be a quick one, as
well, even during the pandemic when team outings and face
time is limited. He had an efficient 19 shifts in his first game
with the Canes, had a game-high five hits, blocked a shot
and won some board battles.
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Civian: Hockey and Hurricanes return, and they did not let us down
By Sara Civian
Most of you think about yelling when you think about Jordan
Martinook, and how could I blame you?
But in my third season of knowing the man who went from
random trade acquisition to alternate captain of the
Hurricanes, I’ve come to appreciate his quieter moments.
He’s got a great pulse on the whole team and an even better
way of putting it into words. In the absence of Justin
Williams, he’s the first person you go to in the Canes’ room
— or should I say Zoom — when you want a thoughtful and
thorough rundown of whatever’s happening.
We’ve all been talking so much about the endless negatives
of life these days and how they’re inevitably impacting the
game we love — and it’s understood that we need to do this.
We need to have all the tough conversations, follow all the
protocols, learn the new rules and live with the knowledge
that everyone on the teams we follow can do everything right
and still get COVID-19.
It’s either that or no hockey.
I know we’re all averaging five to 10 existential heartbreaks
per day, and I know I’m speaking to my people so I won’t
sound totally insane when I say this: I’ve been terrified that
hockey is going to be one of mine. When I was in college, my
dad got very sick very suddenly and had to undergo surgery
with a real chance of death. I didn’t know what to do when I
found out, but my feet walked themselves to the rink and I
don’t think I left that rink until it was all over.
I remember thinking nothing could touch me there, or maybe
nothing could touch the game I love. Either way, hockey has
always been untouchable to me, and I thought that moment
cemented it forever.
It turns out COVID-19 can slide its fingerprints all over
everything you have ever loved.
So I wondered how Martinook, famous for pinning Andrei
Svechnikov against a wall and screaming (lovingly) in his
face, was getting through all this.

“When you’re away from it, you miss it,” he said. “And now
that we’re back, it makes you love this even more than you
thought you did.”
I’d hoped Martinook was right. Then I looked up at my TV
and Dougie Hamilton was throwing punches, and I knew he
was right.
“We talked about it a little this morning, how lucky we are to
be playing,” Hamilton offered earlier Thursday. “You look
around the world and people everywhere are out of jobs,
working from home, all that stuff. It’s a tough time for
everyone, I think. I don’t think there are many people who
are enjoying the past year, so for us to be able to pretty
much be doing our normal life — playing hockey games,
traveling, all that stuff, I think we’re very, very lucky. We can’t
take that for granted.”
Don’t get me wrong, it’s wasn’t the fight with Sam Gagner
itself that made me hopeful. I’ve noticed that Rod
Brind’Amour — tough as he’s always been — is generally
against fighting, and once went as far to suggest that the
game would be better without it. I agree with him completely,
but both of us smirked for at least a brief moment Thursday
night.
“I mean, that was surprising,” he said. “I don’t like seeing
that, to be quite honest. But I liked that he stood up for his
teammate, I mean that part was great. I don’t like to see
fights, because nothing good can happen from them. But
nice to see him stand up for our group.”
It was less about the fight and more about reassurance that
hockey is still hockey. While daily life has been operating on
a scale of monotonous to dystopian for most of us, anything
is still possible in our little world.
The first game of the season brought some of our regular
comforts: An absurd shot count, a locked-in Sebastian Aho,
an Andrei Svechnikov empty-netter, Tripp Tracy talking
about his “expanding gut” on live television, two Marley Drug
commercials and Brind’Amour in absolute misery after a 3-0
win because of the aforementioned shot count.

“Obviously, you guys probably know I don’t like being by
myself,” he said earlier Thursday before the game against
the Red Wings in Detroit. “… I was pacing around (in the
hotel room) a little bit, it’s just not what I’m used to … I’m
Nintendo Switching right now, but I’m open to anything and
everything.”

It also brought Hamilton the Enforcer, big goals from Nino
Niederreiter and Ryan Dzingel and great official debuts from
former-future-current friends Abby Labar and Mike
Maniscalco.

Then he said something about the game of hockey I thought
about all day.

Whatever this is, it’ll do for now.

COVID-19 has inevitably touched our untouchable thing, but
maybe it isn’t tainted.
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Hurricanes overwhelm Red Wings, claw their way to 3-0 win in opener
Nino Niederreiter and Ryan Dzingel shook off last season's
disappointment to both score in the victory

for our team. But for them personally, you certainly hope it
springs them forward to better things.”

By Cory Lavalette

3. The surprise of the opener was Dougie Hamilton dropping
the gloves against Detroit’s Sam Gagner. Hamilton engaged
Gagner after the Red Wings forward put a heavy hit on
Carolina captain Jordan Staal near the benches.

The Carolina Hurricanes scored in the opening four minutes
and then in the final three, adding a cherry-on-top empty-net
goal in their season-opening 3-0 win over the Red Wings in
Detroit.
Nino Niederreiter, Ryan Dzingel and Andrei Svechnikov
scored for Carolina, while Petr Mrazek started his season
with a shutout win.
Three thoughts
1. It took Niederreiter 11 games last season to score his first
goal, a precursor to a frustrating season. The Swiss winger
had goal droughts of 10, seven, nine and eight games, no
multigoal games, and did not score in consecutive outings.
The 2020-21 season started much better, with Niederreiter
scoring the Hurricanes’ first goal of the season after a nice
defensive play by Sebastian Aho.
Aho knocked down a saucer pass by Detroit captain Dylan
Larkin just outside the Detroit blue line and re-entered the
offensive zone. He held off three defenders and backhanded
a pass through the slot to Niederreiter, who deked and lifted
a forehand past Red Wings goalie Thomas Greiss (40 saves)
to make it 1-0 Carolina at 3:38 of the first.

It was the second fight of Hamilton’s NHL career and first
since Jan. 21, 2015, against the Avalanche’s Gabriel
Landeskog when he was still with the Boston Bruins. He also
had a fight in the 2016-17 preseason against Arizona’s Max
Domi when he was with the Flames.
It was the kind of fight you expect from two players known
more for their talent than their pugilism. But on a team that
has passed over grit for skill, Carolina getting a “stick up for
your teammate” fight from one of its star players could go a
long way in building team chemistry in a season where
bonding is limited because of coronavirus protocols.
Number To Know
29 — The shot on goal advantage, 43-14, for Carolina in the
win. The Hurricanes also had 73 shot attempts for Detroit’s
34. Despite the lopsided shot totals, the Red Wings hung
around in a one-goal game until the final minutes. That said,
there’s a lot of work Detroit needs to do before Saturday’s
rematch.
They Said It

“I wasn’t very happy and very pleased with last season,”
Niederreiter said. “So I knew I expected a lot more from me,
and I know I got better.”

“He was pretty darn good for being out for almost a year. We
missed him and are really, really excited that he’s back
because he is world-class.”

Niederreiter also knows that if he is going to play on the top
line with Aho and Teuvo Teravainen, he’ll have to produce.

— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour on defenseman Brett
Pesce, who played for the first time since injuring his
shoulder last Feb. 22 in Toronto and later undergoing
shoulder surgery.

“It’s a nice being back with them,” he said. “At the end of the
day, it’s a great opportunity for me, so I’m going to work hard
to stay there.”
2. Speaking of guys who had a rough time last season,
Dzingel had a difficult first year with the Hurricanes, scoring
just eight goals with 29 points in 64 games while being a
healthy scratch a handful of times.
On Thursday, he scored on the power play, redirecting a
Jake Gardiner shot with 2:34 left in the game to give Carolina
a two-goal cushion and start his own season off on a positive
note.
“Just listen to them talk about their season last year, you
know they expected more,” Brind’Amour said of Dzingel and
Niederreiter. “And, you know, we did too…. For those guys to
just break the ice early, I think is huge — obviously, it’s big

Plus
Petr Mrazek, Hurricanes goalie— It wasn’t a “stood on his
head” night for Mrazek, but the veteran goalie made saves
when he needed to earn the 22nd shutout of his career.
“Yeah, not a lot of action but they were in our zone for a
while, and our D did a great job,” Mrazek said after stopping
all 14 shots he’s faced. “They blocked a lot of shots tonight,
and so I can thank them for that.”
Minus
Andrei Svechnikov, Hurricanes forward — It’s hard to find
anyone who truly had a bad opening night, though
Brind’Amour — while praising the effort — did say there “was
a lot of stuff that shouldn’t happen.” A couple of those
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instances can be attributed to Svechnikov, who made a few
questionable defensive zone plays that led to Red Wings
chances.

The scoresheet, however, will say one goal (the emptynetter) and four hits. Since it was the opener after a long
layoff, any real criticisms in a 3-0 win would be nitpicking —
so file this one away as “we had to pick someone.

Hurricanes' owner Tom Dundon will watch his team from afar as the season begins
By Lauren Brownlow
It's been a tumultuous year for everyone, and certainly for
the NHL as the league stopped play back in March of 2020,
started anew in a bubble environment for a modified Playoff
and will now play a 2021-22 season with a lot of changes.
But the more things changed, the more things stayed the
same for the Carolina Hurricanes — at least when it comes
to continuity. Almost the entire roster will be back from a
group that's made the Playoffs for two straight years after a
drought.
Owner Tom Dundon joined The Adam Gold Show on
Thursday, opening night for the Hurricanes, to talk about his
keeping his core intact.
"That's what you say when you don't make changes, right?
But I think in this case, it was, we made a pretty good effort
to make the changes until you feel like you're good enough
to win," Dundon said. "It's really hard to get better now, so
we're not going to change for change's sake. I probably don't
subscribe don't make changes because you want continuity.
If you think they make you better, I think you're supposed to
do that. It's hard to get better now. Our players at each
position are pretty good."

got to rebuild all that once we're able to bring everybody
back," Dundon said. That's the hardest part.
"The short-term financial hit is no fun, but it's life. There's
nothing you can do about it. Now, as things start to improve,
we've got to get back to work and get people back in the
building because I think that — it's cliche, but it is a bit of an
advantage for us. We don't have any advantages. It's the
Carolina Hurricanes versus many teams in the NHL in some
aspects but on that one, we're in pretty good shape. The
environment in our building and playing here is an advantage
for us. I think we're one of the ones that are hurt when you
do this, just from a competitive standpoint. Economically, it's
bad for everybody though."
The Hurricanes won't play in front of fans, and that includes
arguably its biggest fan in Dundon himself.
"You have to be be in all kinds of protocols so if I ever did go
to a game, it would be — I don't even know if I'm allowed to
go to a game, to tell you the truth," Dundon said. "My TV is
pretty good."
Dundon also isn't sure whether or not fans will be allowed at
any point during the season as North Carolina as a state is
still in the throes of the COVID-19 pandemic.

And the team has a budding superstar in Andrei Svechnikov,
who Dundon thinks can just keep getting better.

But he also said he trusts Governor Roy Cooper, who is
himself a big Canes fan, to do the right thing.

"Hockey's funny because it just depends on how much they
play and who they play with when they're really good. If he's
healthy and we keep surrounding him with these quality
players that he gets to play with right now, clearly he's a
special one," Dundon said. "We're pretty lucky."

"Obviously, our governor's a big fan of the team and I think
he's a good guy and a smart guy and he's going to do what's
best for everybody, so I'll trust in that process. We're
prepared as soon as they tell us (we can)," Dundon said. "A
lot of the places we play this year are going to have fans, so
we're playing against a bunch of teams that are able to have
fans and our hope is that we can too. But we're not doing
anything to affect that. When they tell us we can, we're going
to be happy to do it."

But as optimistic as he might be about his own team, it won't
be a normal season for either himself or the fans, and the
league is expected to take a big financial hit as a result of
lack of attendance across the league.
Dundon says his team will be fine financially, but will miss an
opportunity to keep building on enthusiasm and growth of the
fanbase.
"The Hurricanes are fine. This isn't the best year financially,
but it's probably tough for a lot of people. It's not going to
have any impact on the product we put on the ice. The
disappointing thing economically is that we were heading in
the right direction in terms of fan interest and season tickets
and sponsorships and all those things. Now, you've sort of

All of the NHL teams are trying to find creative ways to offset
their financial losses, and one of them is potentially getting
sponsors on jerseys.
"In this scenario, if I'm in charge, it's now. It would be the
XYZ Co Hurricanes, presented by (whomever)," Dundon
said. "I've never talked to the league about it. They're going
to do what they're going to do and if they let us bring in a
partner to put on our jersey, we're going to put somebody on
our jersey."
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But for now, all Dundon will do is watch his team from home,
like a regular fan.
And he hopes the Hurricanes can achieve the ultimate goal:
a Stanley Cup.

"I think that's always supposed to be the way it is," Dundon
said, when asked if the season was Stanley Cup or bust. "I
think everybody says that, but we're actually good enough to
do it, I think. I hope."

Recap: Canes Blank Red Wings to Open the Season
Mrazek makes 14 saves in shutout
By Michael Smith

Dzingel stretched the Canes' lead to 2-0 in the third period
when he redirected a Jake Gardiner point shot for a powerplay tally.

DETROIT - On March 10, 2020, the Carolina Hurricanes
faced off with the Detroit Red Wings in their 68th game of the
2019-20 regular season. It turned out to be their last when
the NHL paused the season only days later.

Hamilton Drops the Gloves

Fast forward 310 days, and the Canes were back in Detroit
to drop the puck on the 56-game 2020-21 season with a pair
of games against the Red Wings.

Sam Gagner caught Jordan Staal from behind in front of the
Canes bench, sending the captain awkwardly into the
boards. Hamilton took exception, dropped the gloves and
entangled with Gagner while his teammates looked on,
smiling, on the bench.

Backed by 14 saves from Petr Mrazek, the Canes scored a
3-0 win in their first game.
THE DIFFERENCE
Mrazek didn't see a lot of shots - five in the first period, six in
the second and just three in the third - but he stopped every
puck that hit him, making 14 saves in a shutout performance
against his former team. It was the third opening night
shutout in franchise history and first since Sean Burke did so
for Hartford in October 1996.
"Not a lot of action, but they were in our zone for a while,"
Mrazek said. "Our D did a great job. They blocked a lot of
shots tonight, so I can thank them for that."
KEY MOMENTS
Niederreiter & Dzingel Find the Net
Nino Niederreiter scored 11 goals last season, and Ryan
Dzingel netted eight. Both knew they had more to give
coming into this season.
It had to feel good, then, to see each of them find the back of
the net in the very first game.
"They expected more, and we did too. They're better players
than they did numbers-wise and everything last year," head
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "For those guys to just break
the ice early is huge and big for our team."
Nino Niederreiter scored the Canes' first goal of the season
at 3:38 of the first period. With Filip Hronek draped on him,
Sebastian Aho protected the puck and dished a backhand
pass through the Red Wings' defense. Niederreiter made a
move to get Thomas Greiss to bite and then buried his shot.

Dougie Hamilton … fighting major? Believe it or not, it
happened on Thursday night.

"I think it was a good fight. I'm happy for him," Mrazek
smiled. "He did well."
Perhaps not smiling was his head coach.
"That was surprising," Brind'Amour said. "I don't like seeing
that, to be quite honest, but I like that he stepped up for his
teammate."
It was just the second fight in Hamilton's 553-game NHL
career, his last one coming nearly six years ago against
Gabriel Landeskog on Jan. 21, 2015.
Finding a Way
The Canes played 36 games in the 2020 calendar year, so
forgive the fact that game one was sloppy and scrambly at
times. That's to be expected and is something that may seep
into games around the league for the first week or so of the
season.
The good news? The Canes still got the win. They out-shot
the Red Wings, 43-14. They scored a power-play goal. Their
defense locked it down when they needed to. And, when
called upon, Mrazek was unbreakable.
"It proves a lot for our team," Niederreiter said. "We all know
as a group we have a lot better, and we know what we have
to do to be better. It's the first game of the season, so it was
a good win."
"You're always going to be nitpicking, but that's definitely not
how it should look," Brind'Amour said. "Game one after a
long layoff, I'm not too upset about it. The effort was really
good, and that's the key."
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STATS PACK

1: Wins for the Canes this season

1: Goals for Niederreiter, Dzingel and Andrei Svechnikov this
season

QUOTE OF THE NIGHT

1: Shutouts for Mrazek this season
1: Assists for Aho, Gardiner, Martin Necas and Teuvo
Teravainen this season
1: Fights for Hamilton since Jan. 2015

"Petr, whenever we needed a save, it felt like he was going
to make it." - Rod Brind'Amour
UP NEXT
The Canes and Red Wings rematch on Saturday night with a
7 p.m. puck drop at Little Caesars Arena.

Hurricanes stifle Red Wings in season opener
Mrazek has 14-save shutout; Greiss stops 40 shots in loss
for Detroit

Larkin out of the air and sent a backhand, cross-ice pass to
Niederreiter, who deked Greiss from in close.

By Dave Hogg

"I just made a bad mistake with the puck and it cost us a
goal," Larkin said. "We were too sloppy at the start of the
game, but I thought we got more comfortable as the game
went on.

DETROIT -- Petr Mrazek made 14 saves for the Carolina
Hurricanes in a 3-0 win against the Detroit Red Wings in the
season opener at Little Caesars Arena on Thursday.
It was Mrazek's 22nd shutout in the NHL and eighth with the
Hurricanes.
"I didn't get a lot of action, but I thought they were in our
zone a lot of the night," Mrazek said. "Our defense did a
great job blocking shots, so I can thank them all for that."
Nino Niederreiter, Ryan Dzingel and Andrei Svechnikov
scored for Carolina.
"It's definitely great playing on the top line," said Niederreiter,
who skated with Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen. "I
wasn't very pleased with last season, I expected more from
myself. Being out there with them is a great opportunity for
me and I have to work hard enough to keep that spot."
Thomas Griess made 40 saves in his debut for the Red
Wings, who were playing their first game in 310 days (also
against the Hurricanes at Little Caesars Arena). Detroit was
not among the 24 teams in the NHL Return to Play Plan after
last season was paused March 12 due to concerns
surrounding the coronavirus.
"They had a lot of shots, but I thought our guys played pretty
well," Griess said. "They were boxing out in front of me, so a
lot of those shots were coming from the outside. I think this
first game will do everyone a lot of good. There's stuff you
just can't simulate during training camp."
Aho helped give Carolina a 1-0 lead at 3:38 of the first
period. He knocked a pass from Red Wings forward Dylan

"It has been 10 months without a game and everyone was so
fired up that it felt like Game 7 of a playoff series out there."
Dzingel made it 2-0 at 17:26 of the third period when he
tipped in Jake Gardiner's shot on the power play, and
Svechnikov scored into an empty net at 18:55 for the 3-0
final.
"This was game one after a long layoff, so I'm not too upset
about it," Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "The
effort was good and that's really key, but there were also a
lot of things I didn't like."
Carolina outshot Detroit 18-3 in the third period.
"I think the scoring chances were either even through two
periods or we were one ahead," Red Wings coach Jeff
Blashill said. "I wasn't worried about the shot totals at that
point because we weren't letting them get many chances.
But it was 10-2 in the third period and that's just
unacceptable. We have to be better than that."
The teams play again here Saturday.
NOTES: Six players -- Greiss, forwards Mathias Brome and
Vladislav Namestnikov, and defensemen Jon Merrill, Marc
Staal and Troy Stecher -- were playing in their first game for
the Red Wings. Brome, who was making his NHL debut, had
two hits and was minus-1 in 12:16 of ice time. … Mrazek is
the first goalie in Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers history to get a
shutout in the season opener since Sean Burke did so for
Hartford in a 1-0 win against the Phoenix Coyotes on Oct. 5,
1996.
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Hurricanes open with 3-0 win over rebuilding Red Wings
By Larry Lage
DETROIT (AP) — Nino Niederreiter scored early in the first
period and Petr Mrazek had to make just 14 saves for a
shutout, helping the Carolina Hurricanes beat the Detroit Red
Wings 3-0 Thursday night in the season opener for both
teams.
“It felt great being back on the ice,” Niederreiter said. “It’s
been quite some time without a game.”
Ryan Ddzingel scored on a power play with 2:34 left and
Andrei Svechnikov added an empty-net goal.
Detroit goalie Thomas Greiss made only one save before he
gave up a goal, but stopped 40 shots to give his offensively
challenged team a chance for two-plus periods.
The Red Wings, who were easily the NHL’s worst team last
season, played for the first time since they lost to Carolina at
home on March 10, 2020.
“Once you started playing, you stopped thinking about it as
much and it wasn’t quite as weird,” Red Wings center Dylan
Larkin said.
Carolina’s layoff was less than half as long because it played
until late in the summer, sweeping the New York Rangers in
the playoffs after the pause before being eliminated by
Boston in five games.
“Game 1 after a long layoff, I’m not too upset about it,”
Carolina coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “The effort was really
good.”
The Hurricanes were dominant in the opener, outshooting
Detroit 43-14.
“Not a lot of action,” said Mrazek, who was drafted by Detroit
in 2010 and spent six seasons with the franchise. “But they
were in our zone for a while and our D did a great job,
blocking a lot of shots.”
Thanks to Greiss, Carolina didn’t lead by more than a goal
until Ddzingel converted late in the third period. Svechnikov’s
empty-netter came about a minute later.
“I thought we played hard and kept it close,” Greiss said. “It
was a good step in the right direction.”
ROUGH START

Larkin made his debut as captain of the Red Wings, and his
giveaway helped the Hurricanes score first.
Larkin’s backhand pass in his own end was picked off by
Sebastian Aho, whose pass from the right circle to the left
circle set up Niederreiter with open space to score on Greiss
3:38 into the game.
“I made a poor mistake with the puck that led to the first
goal,” Larkin said. “Then, they got extended power play time
in the third and got the second goal. If you take away those
mistakes, it’s a very close game against a great team.”
FIRST FIGHT
Hurricanes defenseman Dougie Hamilton and Detroit forward
Sam Gagner dropped gloves and threw punches much to the
delight of players on both teams. Their teammates hit their
sticks on the boards and the ice when the brief brawl ended.
“I don’t like seeing that, but it’s nice to see him stand up for
our group,” Brind’Amour said.
TAKING ADVANTAGE
The Hurricanes are shooting to make the playoffs in three
straight years for the first time since relocating to North
Carolina in 1997 from Hartford, Connecticut. Playing the
rebuilding Red Wings eight times in 56 games in the
pandemic-altered Central Division should help Carolina’s
chances.
PANDEMIC PLAY
The Red Wings piped in crowd noise and put red tarps over
most of the seats in Little Caesars Arena’s lower bowl,
leaving some uncovered to allow up to 250 family members
and friends of players, coaches and team employees to
attend the game.
“It sounded a lot better than it did in the bubble,” Niederreiter
said. “Even with no fans, you could feel a little bit of an
atmosphere.”
WHAT’S NEXT
Detroit hosts Carolina on Saturday night and both teams will
likely use different goaltenders, hoping to manage their
workload during a condensed season. The Red Wings’ No. 2
goalie is Jonathan Bernier. The Hurricanes have two other
options in net: James Reimer and Anton Forsberg.
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Hurricanes visit the Red Wings after shutout win
Carolina Hurricanes (1-0-0, second in the Central Division)
vs. Detroit Red Wings (0-1-0, fifth in the Central Division)
Detroit; Saturday, 7 p.m. EST
BOTTOM LINE: Carolina visits Detroit after the Hurricanes
shut out Detroit 3-0. Petr Mrazek earned the victory in the net
for Carolina after recording 14 saves.

Carolina went 8-12-1 in division games and 19-13-3 on the
road during the 2019-20 season. The Hurricanes averaged
3.2 goals on 33.2 shots per game last season.
The teams meet for the second straight game.
INJURIES: Red Wings: None listed.
Hurricanes: None listed.

Detroit finished 17-49-5 overall and 9-13-1 in division play a
season ago. The Red Wings scored 142 total goals last
season, 32 on power plays and four shorthanded.

Hurricanes blank Red Wings in season-opening win
The Hurricanes will star their 56-game sprint at 1-0.
By Andrew Schnittker
It might not have been picture perfect, but the Hurricanes did
not leave much to complain about in a season-opening 3-0
win over the Detroit Red Wings.
Petr Mrazek didn’t have to do much in a dominant
possession night for the Hurricanes, but did turn aside all 14
shots he faced as he picked up the shutout to kick things off.
The Hurricanes peppered Thomas Greiss with 43 shots on
the other end, and he held down the fort for most of the night
until the Canes score twice in the final 2:28.
Forwards Nino Niederreiter, Ryan Dzingel and Andrei
Svechnikov all scored for Carolina. Getting goals from
Niederreiter and Dzingel, who are both looking for bounceback seasons, in game one should bode well.
The Canes also came out on top in the special teams battle,
going 1 for 3 on the power play and 2 for 2 on the penalty kill,
also outhitting Detroit 27-19 in a physical, all-around strong
performance.
Part of the debate around the Hurricanes’ forward lines
coming into this game centered on Niederreiter playing on
the top line with Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen in
place of Svechnikov.
Brind’Amour’s “spread the wealth” approach paid off almost
immediately, however, with Niederreiter scoring the Canes’
first goal of the season. Barely four minutes into the game,
Aho burst down the wing and drew three defenders to him,
then slid a pass across to Niederreiter, who beat Greiss with
a slick finish to make it 1-0.

That early goal seemed to give the Canes a big boost
throughout the period. They only took the 1-0 edge to the
intermission, but Carolina was clearly the better team
through 20. The Hurricanes were physical and fast, and
picked up numerous scoring chances throughout the opening
frame, hemming Detroit into its defensive zone for lengthy
stretches.
The Canes nearly made it 2-0 late in the frame on a great
pass from Martin Necas, but Svechnikov could not quite get
a clean one-timer off the bouncing puck.
The Canes got the first look at their power-play early in the
second period, but despite some crisp puck movement and
point-blank chances for Necas and Jordan Staal to end it,
could not convert.
Following a Hurricanes’ penalty kill late in the second period,
things got chippy, as after Red Wings forward Sam Gagner
hit Staal along the boards, Dougie Hamilton stepped up for
his teammate and dropped the gloves, getting the better of
the exchange.
The top line of Aho, Niederreiter and Teravainen had a great
first game and had another strong chance to start the third
period, but Greiss turned away Tervainen. The trio combined
for three points and 12 shots on goal.
A pair of Detroit penalties late in the game gave Carolina a
chance to put the game away, and they finally capitalized
with 2:28 left when Dzingel tipped home a point shot from
Jake Gardiner to make it 2-0.
Svechnikov then salted it away with a long-distance empty
netter.
The Hurricanes will be back in action in Detroit Saturday for
game two of eight against their new Central Division foe.
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Mrazek, Niedrreiter on season-opening win
The Canes’ head coach and two of their top performers
spoke to the media after Thursday night’s win over the
Detroit Red Wings.
By Andrew Schnittker and Ryan Henkel
The Hurricanes opened the season with a 3-0 win over the
Detroit Red Wings Thursday night. While there’s plenty to
work on from the victory, there’s also plenty to celebrate,
including a goal from Nino Niederreiter and shutout from Petr
Mrazek.
Mrazek, Niedrreiter and Rod Brind’Amour all spoke to the
media via Zoom after the win, here’s a full breakdown of
everything they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On Dougie Hamilton fighting: That was surprising. I don’t like
seeing that, to be honest. But I like that he stood up for his
teammate, that part was great. I don’t want to see fights,
because nothing good can happen out of that, but nice to
see him stand up for our group.
On Nino Niederreiter: I didn’t talk to him too much. It’s pretty
obvious what’s expected when you stick him with those guys.
I thought that scoring that goal early was huge for him and
obviously the whole group. Obviously whoever you play with
those two has got to be good. That’s our top line. We need it
to be dynamic. I thought they had a good game and it was
great to see that he got on the board.
On his satisfaction with the defense and Mrazek: The game
was actually closer than it maybe appeared. They had some
really good looks. That’s the stuff I want to try to eliminate.
We probably relied on Petr a little bit too much, and they hit a
couple bars. We had a lot of breakdowns, let’s put it that
way, that I didn’t like. So you’re always going to nitpick but
that’s definitely not how it should look. Game one after a long
layoff, I’m not too upset about it.
The effort was really good. And that’s the key, the whole 60
minutes. Even the shifts that we had to buckle down, a lot of
guys were diving in front of pucks. We had some really key
blocks, so all that stuff was really positive.
On having all the players back: It feels good. Just watching
Brett Pesce out there, you kind of forgot, because he was out
for so long, and we got used to playing without him, and then
you stick a guy like that in there and you’re like, ‘Wow.’ He
looks pretty darn good for being out for almost a year. We
missed him, and I’m really, really excited that he’s back,
because he is world class.
On who stood out: I just mentioned Brett Pesce. We had a lot
of instances where we didn’t really get pucks out that we
normally do. It ended up causing us to have like two-minute
shifts in our own end. That wears your D down, totally just
bags them really. Pesce and all our D, I thought, really
hunkered down on those shifts. I thought Slavin, too, got
going and was dominant when he got his legs under him. So
those two guys really stood out to me on the back end. And
then Petr, whenever we needed a save, it felt like he was
going to make it. It was good for us, for those guys, for sure.

On Niederreiter and Dzingel scoring: I think both those guys,
just listening to them talk about their season last year, they
expected more, and we did too. They’re better players than
they did numbers wise and everything last year. For those
guys to break the ice early, I think, is huge. Obviously it’s big
for our team, but for them personally, you certainly hope it
springs them forward into better things.
On celebrating the win: There won’t be a lot of celebrating. I
think it’s a process now of going through this game and how
we get better. It’s going to be a long night for me or all day
tomorrow looking at that. There’s a lot of stuff that shouldn’t
have happened. The fact that we worked really hard from
start to finish, there weren’t any lulls in the effort, was
probably what I was most pleased with.
Nino Niederreiter
On how it felt to be back: It felt great being back on the ice.
It’s been quite some time without a game, so it’s nice getting
into it.
On getting started with a goal and playing on the top line: It
definitely felt great being with them and it’s always good to
have a good start. I wasn’t very happy with the last season,
so I knew I expected a lot more from me and I know that I got
better. It’s nice being back with them and it’s a great
opportunity for me. I need to continue to work hard to stay
there.
On closing out not an entirely clean game: It proves a lot
about our team. We didn’t play as good as we wanted to and
we made a lot of mistakes, but at the same time we
managed to win the hockey game. We all know in the group
that we got better and we know what we need to do to get
better. It was the first game of the season, so it was a good
win that way.
On the second power play unit: It was very important for us
to get pucks to the net and get the puck moving very quickly.
That was something we talked about on the bench and in the
power play meetings we had. Just making sure we are
shooting pucks and not trying to be too fancy.
On the artificial crowd noise: It sounded a lot better than
when it was in the bubble. In the bubble it was very quiet in
Toronto. So it was fun hearing something and even though
there were no fans, you still feel that there’s an atmosphere.
On this opener feeling different than past ones: It was
definitely a lot different. Usually you’re always excited for a
home opener even if it’s an away game. Usually it’s very loud
and everyone’s excited. It was good that we had some
experience in the bubble to know what it’s like playing
without fans, so I feel that that helped us prepare for the
game, but it’s obviously night and day compared to with fans
and without.
Petr Mrazek
On not facing a lot of shots: Not a lot of action, but they were
in our zone for a while. Our D did a great job. They blocked a
lot of shots tonight. I can thank them for that.
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On having the full defense back: It felt great to have the dcorp together and play that well.

On Dougie Hamilton’s fight: I think it was a good fight. I’m
happy he did well.

On getting back into game action: It feels good to be back
after a while. Just being with the group and playing fun
games. That’s what we’re ready for.

'We're here to win': Canes ready for season opener
By Bridget Condon
After much anticipation and negotiations, the Carolina
Hurricanes begin the 2020-21 season Thursday night.
RALEIGH, N.C. (WTVD) -- After much anticipation and
negotiations, the Carolina Hurricanes begin the 2020-21
season Thursday night, but unlike the NHL restart this
summer, it won't be in a bubble. Instead, the Canes start with
a four-game road trip to Detroit and Nashville as they adjust
to a new division and a lot more alone time.
"I usually don't bring my video-game system on the road, but
this time I brought my PS5 to stay occupied," said Warren
Foegele. "It's definitely going to be weird not hanging out
with the guys because of the protocols, so I brought my
PlayStation to keep me busy."
Foegele isn't the only Cane turning to gaming for on-the-road
company.
"There's like nine of us that got Nintendo Switches," said
Jordan Martinook. "I haven't been much of a gamer in like six
years. I got the new golf game 2K21 and that's been my goto. I took $20 off of Brock (McGinn) last night playing golf, so
I'll have to keep that going, maybe earn some extra cash on
the road. It's definitely unique. I don't like being by myself,
and we're encouraged to be by yourself in your room. I was
pacing around a little bit. Just not what I'm used to."

Throughout all these changes -- there is one thing that's
stayed the same
Asked whether he was more of a "PS5 guy or a Nintendo
guy," head coach Rod Brind'Amour's response proved he's a
hockey guy.
"I'm not really sure about that," the coach responded.
Brind'Amour's focus is still all hockey, and with 56 games in
just 116 days, the Canes third-year head coach is clear
about his expectations.
"We're here to win, and that means win everything,"
Brind'Amour said. "I have no doubt in this group and their
abilities, but we have to get to it. We can't hang around or
wait to see. We can't tiptoe into this, so that's my
apprehension a little bit is to see where we're at."
The Canes are anxious to get on the ice and start the quest.
"It feels real now," said Dougie Hamilton. "I think we've been
practicing for a while. Being out there today, getting on the
plane yesterday, all that stuff it feels real again so obviously
we're really happy to be playing."
Peter Mrazek will start in net Thursday night for the Canes.
One other thing to note, just one out of the 20 players
expected to dress tonight was not on the team's roster, that
player being newcomer Jesper Fast.
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TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article248512265.html
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article248525210.html
https://theathletic.com/2324214/2021/01/15/carolina-hurricanes-win-detroit-red-wings-dougie-hamilton-fight/
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/01/hurricanes-overwhelm-red-wings-claw-their-way-to-3-0-win-in-opener/
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/hurricanes-owner-tom-dundon-will-watch-his-team-from-afar-as-the-season-begins/19472192/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-shut-out-red-wings-to-open-the-season/c-320291562
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-detroit-red-wings-game-recap/c-320039976
https://apnews.com/article/new-york-nino-niederreiter-carolina-hurricanes-nhl-coronavirus-pandemic-9d8f2d3d68acd534eb51af61c4092311
https://apnews.com/article/carolina-hurricanes-nhl-detroit-red-wings-detroit-petr-mrazek-d0d35b0630ad44c69512640ee725ef64
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/1/14/22232155/carolina-hurricanes-nino-niederreiter-ryan-dzingel-petr-mrazek-andrei-svechnikov
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/1/14/22232239/carolina-hurricanes-rod-brindamour-petr-mrazek-nino-niederreiter
https://abc11.com/carolina-hurricanes-canes-season-opener-when-do-the-play-nhl-hockey/9661348/
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Carolina Hurricanes

Can the Hurricanes win the Stanley Cup in 2021? Here are 10 things that
need to happen.

Never has the safety and well-being of the players, coaches and staff
been more important that maintaining it during the pandemic. There will
be no all-encompassing bubble sites to protect teams and players, not in
the regular season. They must navigate their way to the playoffs and
arrive healthy. Hopefully, a virus vaccine will be available and some
normalcy achieved.
2. AHO BEING AHO

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
JANUARY 14, 2021 08:00 AM

Teuvo Teravainen won a Stanley Cup with the Chicago Blackhawks in
2015, calling it his most memorable hockey moment.
Teravainen would like another championship ring — with the Carolina
Hurricanes. The Finnish forward also senses this Canes team, in a
pandemic-shortened 2020-21 season, might have the right makeup to
contend for the Cup.
“I like this team a lot,” Teravainen said on a media call. “We’re a really
good team. We’re young, we’ve got a little of everything. We’ve got
experience from a couple of past seasons, played some good playoff
games. I think we’re getting (to be) a really good team.
“All we need is to get better. We’ve got to improve some small things. But
I think, especially with a short season, we know each other pretty good
and there are a lot of the same guys in the locker room.”
The Canes, who open the season Thursday at Detroit against the Red
Wings, have reached the playoffs the past two years. Their goals have
been raised.
“Why are we doing this, if not to win it?” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour
said on a media call.
The Canes will play in a new division this season. New rivalries will be
made. It will be a sprint to the finish line.

Center Sebastian Aho has gotten better each of his first four years in the
NHL. Why not a fifth, if abbreviated? He was on the verge of being a 40goal scorer before last season was paused because of COVID-19. He
converted a career-high 18.4 percent of his 206 shots last season in
finishing sixth in the NHL with 38 goals. He now has playoff experience.
He’s ready for a run at the Cup.
“Aho is always ready,” defenseman Jake Gardiner said on a media call.
3. DOUGIE FOR THE NORRIS
If Dougie Hamilton is a contender for the Norris Trophy as the NHL’s best
defenseman in 2021, it will mean the big D-man has been a big,
consistent offensive producer and again playing like an All-Star. He was
doing that last season before the broken fibula in January and had a
plus-30 plus/minus rating.
4. CAREER YEAR IN THE NET
Either Petr Mrazek or James Reimer, the goaltending tandem again,
needs to have a career season. Doesn’t matter which one. But one of the
two needs to be consistently good for a long stretch of the 56-game
regular season and especially in the playoffs. Both are in the final years
of contracts. That’s an added incentive for both.
“I think we help each other, push each other,” Reimer said on a media
call last week.
5. SVECH STARDOM

Can the Hurricanes win the Cup in 2021? Here are 10 things that need to
happen:

Everyone seems to agree Andrei Svechnikov is an emerging NHL star.
He has the power. He’s strong. The forward has the shot, lacrosse or
otherwise. Can he be a point-per-game player — or better? More so, can
he stay healthy in the postseason? That’s what the Canes need.

1. BE SMART, STAY SAFE

6. REPLACING WILLY
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Someone has to step in for the retired Justin Williams — a right wing,
someone good in the locker room, a leader. Jesper Fast might be the
one. Signed as a free agent, the popular former New York Rangers
winger needs to provide many of the intangibles Williams did. And some
of the tangibles, on the ice, whether regular season or postseason.
7. STAYING SPECIAL
The Canes need to be top 10 in the league on special teams. Last
season, they finished eighth in the NHL on the power play (22.3 percent)
and fourth on the penalty kill (84 percent). The Canes scored 10
shorthanded goals last season, four by Aho, and were second in the
NHL. The Canes will need to extend that kind of play, or better, through
the 56 games and into the postseason.
8. NINO OR ‘ZINGER
Between Nino Niederreiter and Ryan Dzingel, one of the two wingers
needs to be the offensive player the Canes brought them in to be. Nino
had the hot start after the trade from Minnesota in January 2019, but his
production has fallen off. He has been getting time on the top line with
Aho and Teravainen in training camp, and that bears watching.
Brind’Amour said Dzingel was “snakebit” last season, a nice way of
saying he did not score enough.
9. GETTING THERE
The top four teams in each division will qualify for the playoffs and a safe
bet is the eight teams in the Central should thoroughly despise each
other when the regular season ends. Adding more vitriol: the first two
rounds of the playoffs also will be intra-divisional before the survivor
finally moves on. Quite the gauntlet, especially with Tampa Bay in the
mix.
And think of this: The regular season ends with two road games against
the Nashville Predators. Should the Canes face the Preds in the first
round of the playoffs it could mean nine straight games between the two.
Talk about some snarl.
10. FANNIES IN THE SEATS
There are loud places in the NHL, but there’s no better hockey
atmosphere than inside — and outside — PNC Arena at playoff time.
Anyone who was a part of Game 7 against the Edmonton Oilers in 2006,
with Canes fans standing start to finish, or the 2019 playoffs understands
the huge home-ice advantage the Canes have. Now, if the coronavirus
vaccine can become readily available and the fans can come back in ...

The result was a 3-0 loss that was only close because Greiss made 41
saves. The Wings did not acquit themselves well in any other aspect —
but they have a rematch on hand Saturday at LCA.
Dylan Larkin was the last to be introduced, in his first game since being
asked by general manager Steve Yzerman to captain the team. The only
people in the stands Thursday were family or friends of team personnel.
It was a stark contrast to the last time the Wings used a season opener
to introduce a captain, when Nicklas Lidstrom was introduced to a
standing ovation in 2006, taking over the captaincy from Yzerman.
Karen Newman sang the national anthem from above the Zamboni
entrance. The sounds of fans reacting to action was piped in, increasing
in noise when the Wings had possession of the puck — and when a brief
fight broke out between Sam Gagner and Dougie Hamilton in the second
period.
The coolest cheering section was in the small section behind the goal
used by the Hurricanes in the first and third periods, where there were
cardboard cutouts of the Little Caesars gladiator.
Too familiar
For all that was strange, the first period was too similar to last season for
a team determined to prove they are improved. Nino Niederreiter scored
3:38 into the first period, converting on a pass from Sebastian Aho, who’d
picked off Larkin’s pass. Greiss, making his first start since being signed
as a free agent in October, did what he could to keep the Hurricanes at
bay, making 12 saves in the opening period. The Canes dominated the
Wings on faceoffs, winning 71%. The Wings weren’t able to build
momentum after intermission, coming out and being outshot 7-1 the first
seven minutes of the second period.
Not good enough
The Wings performed better the second half of the second period, getting
more shots on former teammate Petr Mrazek in Carolina's net. Anthony
Mantha had a good chance on a power play, but Mrazek gloved the shot.
Robby Fabbri’s man-advantage group with Filip Zadina, Sam Gagner,
Filip Hronek and Jon Merrill had some jump, buzzing around the net.
Faceoffs went a little better, with the Wings winning 37%. It wasn’t,
though, the response expected after such a dud of a first period, and the
response wasn’t there to start the third period, either. The Wings
managed one shot on net the first 14 minutes, to 12 from the Canes.
Ryan Dzingel scored during a power play with 2:35 to play and Andrei
Svechnikov found an empty net with 1:05 to play for the final score.
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Detroit Red Wings
Red Wings' Steve Yzerman: There's some things I've liked, and not liked,
about rebuild

Detroit Red Wings' opener looks a lot like last season in 3-0 loss to
Hurricanes
HELENE ST. JAMES
HELENE ST. JAMES
Steve Yzerman experienced how hard it is to rebuild a team when he
was a player, waiting 14 years to hoist the Stanley Cup for the first time.
There were sights unfamiliar — and too familiar — as the Detroit Red
Wings played their first game in 310 days.
They started the 2021 season by hosting the Carolina Hurricanes — the
same team that left the 2019-20 Wings on the mat March 10, two days
before the NHL shut down the season because of the pandemic — on
Thursday at Little Caesars Arena .
Credit new goalie Thomas Greiss for keeping the 2021 opener close, but
his teammates were not nearly as effective as the hope they built up
during a two-week training camp.

Nearly two years into his reign as general manager of the Detroit Red
Wings, Yzerman already has put a significant imprint upon the team,
making numerous personnel moves from draft picks to trades to free
agency.
As the Wings embark on a pandemic-shortened 2021 season, Yzerman
will be watching and evaluating across the club’s crop of players to
gauge where the organization is at in once again becoming a contender.
“We’re just looking for everybody to get better — that we improve in the
rebuilding of our team and in the becoming more competitive,” Yzerman
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said Wednesday on the eve of the Wings opening their season vs.
Carolina. “I want us to be better in every area.
“Next summer when the season ends, I want to know that Dylan Larkin is
a better hockey player, all the way through from Tyler Bertuzzi, Anthony
Mantha, down to whether it’s Gustav Lindstrom, Michael Rasmussen.
Regardless of whether they’re in Detroit or Grand Rapids or wherever
they’re playing, I want to see us be a little bit better and have more
optimism that we’re closer by the end of the season.”
Yzerman used free agency to add forwards Vladislav Namestnikov and
Bobby Ryan, defensemen Troy Stecher and Jon Merrill, and goaltender
Thomas Greiss to this season’s squad, while also acquiring defenseman
Marc Staal via trade. The hope is they help the Wings be more
competitive than the squad that ended last season in last place.
The greater excitement comes in looking ahead to 2021-22. That’s when
defenseman Moritz Seider, drafted by Yzerman with the sixth pick in
2019, is expected to headline a group of young players seemingly ready
to challenge for spots on the Wings. Seider is spending this season in the
Swedish Hockey League, assigned to Rögle last fall because, with pro
hockey on hold in North America, Sweden presented the best opportunity
to have the 19-year-old play regularly in a good league. Joe Veleno, the
30th pick in 2018, was assigned to Malmö for the same reason. The SHL
is also home to Jonatan Berggren, the 33rd pick in 2018, who has
averaged a point a game for Skellefteå.
Those three project to make the Wings next fall. There’s also Lucas
Raymond, Yzerman’s selection at fourth overall in the 2020 draft, who is
with Frölunda after tallying two goals and three assists in five games for
Sweden at the World Junior Championships.
Raymond was one of five Wings prospects on the Swedish team, joined
by fellow forwards Theodor Niederbach and Elmer Soderblom,
defensemen Albert Johansson and Gustav Berglund. They left emptyhanded, but defenseman Eemil Viro was part of Finland’s bronze-medal
winning team.
Filip Zadina, drafted at sixth in 2018 by former GM Ken Holland, looks
like he’ll be a positive impact on the team this season. Zadina impressed
during training camp with his newly honed skill of stealing the puck off
opponents (granted, it was off teammates in scrimmages); it’s a skill that
will serve him well because it will give him more time with the puck. He
looks to be part of the group with Larkin, Mantha, Bertuzzi and Filip
Hronek that will push forward the rebuild. Add the prospects currently in
Sweden to next fall’s team, and the Wings look more competitive.
“Ultimately I like the nucleus of the young players that are here,”
Yzerman said. “Some of the young players that are not here, we have
some optimism for some. We’re hoping for more out of some. We’ll see.
Until they’re actually in the NHL and contributing, you wait and see.
“We are going to have guys that exceed our expectations and some that
won’t, but I just think it’s a process. I’m not sure that I’m happy or
displeased. This is the process we’re going to go through, and we’re
going to stick with it and hopefully, we can become a good team sooner
than later.
“I can’t tell you, being two years in, how I totally feel about it, but I think
the process will eventually work out for us."
Yzerman did admit to a misstep or two, saying, “without elaborating,
there are some decisions I’m pleased with and some decisions I’m not so
pleased with that I’ve made along the way.”
One decision he may regret is trading defense prospect Alec Regula for
Brendan Perlini last season. Regula, drafted 67th in 2018, is 6 feet 4,
shoots right, and put up 60 points in 56 games last season in junior
hockey, earning him a contract with the Chicago Blackhawks. That’s
where he landed after Yzerman flipped Regula for Perlini, a first-round
pick from 2014 who, despite being given ample playing time with the
Wings registered one goal and three assists in 39 games. Perlini has yet
to find employment since being let go by the Wings.

Overall, Yzerman has made far more decisions with which he should be
pleased. He improved this season’s squad without impacting the future,
limiting contracts to one or two years. He has made astute draft picks,
even as the Wings have been pushed back in the draft lottery.
How the Wings perform in this compacted season will play out over the
coming months, but Yzerman appears to have the Wings on a good path.
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Detroit Red Wings lose 2021 opener to Carolina Hurricanes, 3-0

MARLOWE ALTER

Detroit Red Wings season opener vs. Carolina Hurricanes
When: 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
Where: Little Caesars Arena.
TV: Fox Sports Detroit.
Radio: 97.1 FM (Wings radio affiliates).
Our reporter: Follow Helene St. James.
Game notes: After more than 10 months without playing a game, the Red
Wings open the 2021 NHL season against the Hurricanes. Take a look at
the roster and taxi squad. ... The Wings are projected to miss the playoffs
for the fifth straight season, as the rebuild continues in Year 2 under
general manager Steve Yzerman. ... Dylan Larkin was named team
captain Wednesday. ... Here are our season predictions for the Wings,
including best-case scenario, breakout player and leading goal scorer.
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Why the Detroit Red Wings have 'a great energy' as 2021 season opens

HELENE ST. JAMES

The Detroit Red Wings begin the 2021 season with a new captain, a new
sense of competitiveness, and a new appreciation.
More than 10 months after they skated off the ice at Little Caesars Arena
having sealed a last-place finish in the NHL standings — and a fourth
consecutive absence from the playoffs — the Wings are greeting playing,
even during a pandemic, with resounding joy. There won’t be fans in the
stands, and there are only 56 games (againt seven opponents) on the
schedule and coming to the arena requires a daily COVID-19 test – but it
beats the alternative: Not playing.
“There’s always great excitement,” newly minted captain Dylan Larkin
said. “There’s always a fresh slate. I think this year, with a lot of new
faces, a lot of guys coming from teams that were in the playoffs — a lot
of guys that signed here knowing the situation we were in last year and
came here for an opportunity to make us better and prove that they can
be a huge part of our future — that means a lot. Those guys have
brought in a great energy.”
CAPTAINS' LOG: Why Dylan Larkin will never forget Steve Yzerman
asking him to be Detroit Red Wings' captain
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OPENING NIGHT ROSTER: Who made the Wings' roster and taxi squad
— and who didn't

— but against all the problems imposed by the pandemic, the start of the
season is like a sunrise after a stormy night.

'C' SHANTIES: Here’s who Larkin has to live up to as Red Wings captain

“The beginning of the year is always time for optimism,” Blashill said.
“This is different in the sense that appreciation would be a work I would
use, appreciation that we get a chance again to go out and compete at
the very highest level of our profession. We were shut down for a long
time. We didn’t know if we’d get back going and we didn’t know when.
You grow to appreciate what we get a chance to do. That appreciation is
strengthened when it gets taken away from you.”

General manager Steve Yzerman added forwards Vladislav Namestnikov
and Bobby Ryan, defensemen Troy Stecher and Jon Merrill and
goaltender Thomas Greiss through free agency; defenseman Marc Staal
was a trade acquisition. It’s not a dramatic makeover, but rather a
booster to a team that stumbled to a 17-49-5 record and last-place finish
last season.
“I’m just looking for improvement,” Yzerman said. “Collectively as a team,
we want to be better. Certainly we’re expecting our younger players to be
improved — they’re a year more mature, a year more experienced.
Hopefully a little stronger, a little more explosive, a little better
conditioned.
“We just want to see improvement. We’re trying to progress. If we can be
better in every area — I don’t know what our point total will be, where we
finish in the standings, but throughout the whole organization, we’re
looking at improvement. What the people see, what the fans see, is the
Detroit Red Wings on the ice, and we want that group to be better.”
In order to have as long as a regular season as feasible while finishing
the playoffs before the Summer Olympics are scheduled to start July 23,
exhibition games were eliminated. The Wings made do with three
scrimmages, the last one of which hinted they may have found a scoring
line beyond that of Larkin, Anthony Mantha and Tyler Bertuzzi. Robby
Fabbri’s line with Namestnikov and Filip Zadina showed sparkling
chemistry. Ryan had been with Fabbri and Zadina at the start of camp,
but missed time because of an undisclosed injury and isn’t expected to
be available for the opener.
Just the notion that the Wings can still field two scoring lines despite
missing one of their top six forwards is a significant improvement over the
patchwork of NHLers and minor leaguers that populated the team last
season.
Coach Jeff Blashill flirted with the idea of breaking up Larkin’s line; but
watching watching video changed Blashill’s mind, even before Yzerman
added talent to the roster.
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Niyo: A familiar result to start, but this Red Wings season won't feel quite
the same

JOHN NIYO | The Detroit News

They knew this would feel awkward from the start.
“I mean, it’s been 11 months,” Red Wings coach Jeff Blashill said
Thursday morning, hours before his team finally had a chance to play a
real hockey game again. “By this point, it’s close to 11, right? Maybe ten.
Whatever it is, it’s a long time.”
It was 310 days, to be exact. And while the opponent was the same as
the last time the Red Wings hit the ice for an NHL game — in a 5-2 loss
to the Carolina Hurricanes last March — that was about the only thing
that seemed familiar.
Sure, Karen Newman sang the national anthem at Little Caesars Arena
on Thursday night, but she performed it from above the Zamboni
entrance. Newman was surrounded by a sea of red, but those were red
tarps, rather than 20,000 fans showing their true colors. And as the
pregame introductions for the Red Wings’ season opener reached a
crescendo, well, it was nothing like what you’d expect.

“As I went through the summer, I certainly toyed with the idea of splitting
those guys up and maybe giving another line one of those players to
maybe give us more depth,” Blashill said. “And as I watched every time,
they were so good together that I just said to myself, let’s leave those
guys together and let’s let other guys find ways to make their line better.
Let’s have other guys raise their game so that their lines are better.”

Not with only a couple hundred family and friends in attendance. Or even
with the piped-in crowd noise augmenting whatever their lungs could
muster as Dylan Larkin skated out last, making his debut as the 37th
captain in franchise history.

The third line could provide a bit of offense, too, with newcomer Mathias
Brome skating next to veterans Valtteri Filppula and Sam Gagner.

“As soon the game got going — as soon as you stopped thinking about it
— it got better,” Larkin said later, after the Wings had started the way
they finished last season, saddled with another loss. “I talked to a lot of
guys on our team, and it felt like your first game in the NHL tonight. It’s
been a while, and there are nerves.”

“The guys we brought in look like they’re ready to have an impact,” Luke
Glendening said. “It looks like the young guys have continued to grow.
The competitiveness is high and guys are excited to be back.”
On the back end, Staal, Stecher and Merrill will inject energy and
experience onto a blue line that ran through 14 players last season.
Greiss shores up the goaltending in a tandem with Jonathan Bernier.
For a team that has distanced itself — in days, if not in memory — from
the bleakness that was 2019-20, there is a determination that 2021 has
to be better.
"There’s a collective jam to us that we don’t want it to happen again,”
Larkin said. “We want to come out of the gate hot and we want to have a
great season.”
The Wings open Thursday and Saturday with games against the Carolina
Hurricanes, the first of 28 two-game mini-series designed to reduce travel
and risk of exposure to COVID-19. The season is bound to be fraught
with complications — already Darren Helm has been sidelined because
of league-mandated COVID protocols, and the Dallas Stars, now in the
Wings’ division, have had to delay their season because of positive tests

No, this was strange, all right.

But there was also hockey, and that’s what mattered most. Certainly
more than the end result: a 3-0 loss that looked a lot like last year’s
results on the scoresheet even if it didn’t look quite that bad on the ice for
most of the night.
No, this was progress, no matter what the scoreboard said.
“For two periods, it was a fairly even hockey game,” Blashill said. “That’s
what the chances say. That was kind of my gut feeling on the bench.
Everything but the shot total, it was an even hockey game.”
That’s a bit of a stretch, obviously. But everything's relative here,
obviously. And this wasn’t the same thing we grew accustomed to seeing
last winter, as the Red Wings endured one of the worst seasons in
franchise history, winning just 17 of 71 games.
They were dominated in the faceoff circle Thursday, did nothing on the
power play, were outshot by more than a 3-to-1 margin — Carolina
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finished with a ridiculous 43-14 advantage in shots on goal — and
ultimately lost their home opener in a shutout.
But unlike last year, when the Wings would give up an early goal and
then almost immediately fall apart on far too many nights, that didn’t
really happen Thursday.
It was Larkin who made the costly blunder in a tight-checking first period,
flipping a careless backhand pass as he exited his own zone. Carolina’s
Sebastian Aho knocked it down, sent a pass to teammate Nino
Niederreiter, who’d skated in alone from the bench and quickly made it 10 just 3:38 into the game.

Nino Niederreiter scored a first period goal, Ryan Dzingel (power play)
added a late third period goal and Andrei Svechnikov added an empty
net goal a few seconds later, while Hurricanes goalie Petr Mrazek — a
former Red Wing — only had to stop a measly 13 shots.
"Early in the game we were playing really well, we came out and did a lot
of things we needed to do," coach Jeff Blashill said. "We didn't get a lot of
(offensive) chances but until they scored, we played well. In the third
period, we ended up defending too much."
The Hurricanes did a good job bottling up the Wings, who didn't get much
going offensively.

But from there the Wings’ mostly held their own for 40 minutes — or at
least stayed in the game — by limiting the quality scoring chances
against goalie Thomas Greiss, who played well in his Detroit debut after
signing as a free agent back in October.

"The first period felt like Game 7 of a playoff series with no lanes and
guys were right on top of you," forward Dylan Larkin said. "It seemed like
not many plays were to be made. As the game went on it got a little
better. We have to tilt the ice in our favor."

Larkin’s top line wasn't much of a threat — remember, Carolina's defense
is among the NHL's best — but there were flashes from others, including
another newcomer, Mathias Brome, the Swede who’d forced his way
onto the roster with a strong camp and probably had Detroit’s best
chance of the night when he sent one off the crossbar behind ex-Wings
goalie Petr Mrazek.

Curiously it was Carolina who defeated the Wings at LCA March 10 (that
game ended 5-2) before the NHL paused its season because of the
coronavirus.

Defensively, this Detroit team should be improved this year as well, with
better depth — Troy Stecher is another underrated addition — and a
better sense of when to make the simple plays, which is something we
saw signs of through the first two periods, at least.
“They’re not a high-risk group, necessarily,” Blashill said of his defensive
corps. “I think they’re a fairly efficient group, and that can really be their
strength.”
This team won’t have nearly enough of those, obviously. And we saw
that in the third period, when the Hurricanes tilted the rink — Blashill said
the scoring chances were 10-2 in the visitors’ favor — and then
capitalized when Larkin and Patrik Nemeth took consecutive penalties in
the final 5 minutes. essentially giving Carolina an extended power play to
end the game. Which they did, as good teams often do when they're
playing bad ones.
Look, this is still likely a bottom-five team in the NHL we're watching here
in Detroit, though hopefully one with more lottery luck in the end.
But there’s plenty of room for improvement, which is really all general
manager Steve Yzerman admits he can expect at this point in a rebuild.
And more than enough opportunity to show it, playing a 56-game
schedule over 115 days, starting with a rematch with Carolina in less
than 48 hours.
And after no games for what felt like an eternity, that felt good — and
different — Thursday night, even if the loss didn’t.
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The Hurricanes were able to play last summer as the NHL returned to
finish its playoffs. But the Red Wings weren’t invited, and haven’t played
for 10 months.
And for most of the evening, it showed.
The Wings were outshot 43-14, including 13-5 in the first period and 12-6
in the middle period, and a staggering 18-3 in the final period.
"One of things when you're an offensive player, and our guys aren't
young necessarily anymore, but one of the things is you press for offense
and you end up kind of leaking to the offensive side of every battle,"
Blashill said. "Kind of skating away from the puck hoping to get a break,
and as a result, you end up defending too much. You don't get the
chance to tilt the ice."
Wings goaltender Thomas Greiss had a fine debut, stopping 40 shots
and singlehandedly keeping the score a one-goal game through most of
the evening.
Greiss made huge consecutive stops on Teuvo Teravainen and Vincent
Trocheck early in the third period, keeping the Wings within a goal, 1-0.
"He was unreal, really good, he saved us a lot of times out there," said
forward Mathias Brome of Greiss. "He showed he's a great goalie."
The Wings were 0-for-2 on the power play, and killed two of three
Hurricanes power plays.
"We have to execute better (on the power play)," Blashill said. "We have
to do a better job on it."
After getting two shots on Mrazek in the opening two minutes of the
game, the Wings only had three the remainder of the first period.
Carolina sustained offensive pressure, was physical in its own zone, and
kept the Wings nowhere near Mrazek.

Not much changes, as Red Wings lose season opener

Niederreiter opened the game’s and season’s scoring at 3 minutes 38
seconds into the first period.

TED KULFAN | The Detroit News

Hurricanes forward Sebastian Aho carried the puck into the Wings’ zone,
drew the Wings to him, and shuttled a backhand pass to Niederreiter
alone in the slot.

Detroit – A mere 310 days later, things haven’t changed much for the
Red Wings.
It was a long, long time since the Wings played a hockey game, due to
the pandemic, but victories continue to be hard to come by.
Carolina defeated the Wings in the NHL regular season opener Thursday
3-0 at Little Caesars Arena.

Niederreiter calmy beat Greiss, who was left all alone, forcing the Wings
into a familiar position — falling behind.
Podcast: Captain Dylan Larkin, three key players to watch, Tim Taylor
interview
For subscribers: Five predictions for the 2021 Red Wings: They'll be
better than last season, right?
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The Hurricanes got some cushion in the third period on Dzingel's power
play goal at 17:26, redirecting a shot from the point.
Larkin and Patrik Nemeth each took consecutive penalties, keeping
Carolina on the power play and forcing the Wings to defend.
The Wings' top two scoring lines generated little offense.
The second line (Filip Zadina, Robby Fabbri, Vladislav Namestnikov)
were credited with three shots and four giveaways (Zadina had three
giveaways and no shots on net).
The Larkin, Anthony Mantha and Tyler Bertuzzi line had five shots on net
but weren't impactful.
Thursday's game was unusual on many levels, as the NHL season got
underway in Detroit.
Because of the pandemic, there were no fans except for a smattering of
family and friends of the players (the limit allowed is 250 fans).
For the most part, the feel of the game was the same. The music was
pumping when you'd normally expect, the video scoreboard flashed
pictures, videos, messages and highlights. The light crew did its job.
And before the game, as you'd expect, there were pre-game
introductions of the Wings' roster, including saving new captain Dylan
Larkin for last.
But, with no fans in the building, it definitely left a huge void in the
evening.
The Wings again host Carolina Saturday (7 p.m./Fox Sports Detroit/97.1
The Ticket) to complete the two-game, baseball-style series which are
the norm this season in the NHL to lessen travel amid the pandemic.
"Everything good comes from checking well and managing the puck and
we forced too many plays," Blashill said. "We tried to make things up that
weren't there and the next thing you know you're defending and chasing
back. It taxes you."
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Empty seats to greet Red Wings in opener: 'You certainly miss a lot of
that'

The Red Wings had one intrasquad scrimmage last week on the main ice
at LCA. There was a DJ, the music was loud and thumping, and Blashill
and players were positive about the game presentation minus fans.
“I know that our business (operations) side are working to create a good
atmosphere,” Blashill said. “It’s unknown to us, but we’ll make
adjustments as needed.”
Five of the six new Red Wings on the roster experienced playing without
fans last summer in the NHL bubbles in Edmonton and Toronto.
Defenseman Marc Staal said it was an adjustment.
“Different feeling for sure,” Staal said. “You have a glorious (scoring)
chance and normally the crowd would go nuts, and there’s no reaction.
The momentum swings in the game aren’t quite the same.”
There are only three arenas currently that are allowing a limited number
of fans inside: Arizona, Dallas and Florida.
Because most games will be played without fans, many analysts believe
home ice will be negated this season, which Blashill believe could be the
case.
“Certainly you lose the home ice advantage of the crowd and the
momentum crowds can create,” Blashill said. “Momentum is still a factor,
it matters. But with empty building, you (lose) that momentum gained
from the fans. You still have matchups and matchups do matter,
especially getting the right defensive pair against highly skilled forwards.
That’ll still matter.
“But I do think some of the home-ice advantage will be negated.”
Goalie tandem
Thomas Greiss was expected to get the start in net Thursday, but Blashill
reiterated both Greiss and Jonathan Bernier will share the goaltending
workload early in the season.
But, if one goalie begins to get hot, he’ll take the lion’s share of games.
“They’re both going to play early,” Blashill said. “I’m not going to put a
game-to-game plan, although we have that mapped out in our heads
behind the scenes. We’ll take it game by game, but they’ll both play
early.
“We have two real good goalies, two guys that can give us an elite level
of goaltending at times. If we can get both of them playing at top of their
games, both will play.
“If one guys separates, he’ll take the brunt of it. But both will play early.”

TED KULFAN | The Detroit News

Detroit — It’s become the norm in sports since the pandemic arrived, to
the point where seeing no fans in stadiums and arenas begins to look
normal.
But for the Red Wings, who haven’t played in 10 months, Thursday’s
regular-season opener at Little Caesars Arena will be a new experience.
No fans in the spacious arena, but there will be many red tarps over
seats in the lower bowl.
There’s a chance that will be the scene for the entire 28-game home
schedule.
“You certainly miss a lot of that,” said coach Jeff Blashill after Thursday’s
morning skate. “You miss being around the fans, the energy of the fans,
and the energy that is created when it’s the first game of the season.
“Life is different right now and sports are different. We’re also trying to
stay focused on what we can control and that’s going out and playing
good hockey.
“We’re to adapt as everyone has had to.”

Ice chips
Forward Bobby Ryan didn’t play Thursday, but the fact Ryan did take
part in practice the day before and has begun skating is a step in the
right direction.
“The more he can get back to real practice, the better chance he can
play,” said Blashill, who listed Ryan as day-to-day.
…The Wings are the only team in the Central Division who didn’t play in
the NHL’s Return To Play last summer, but defenseman Patrik Nemeth
doesn’t see it as a negative.
“Teams that played in the playoffs, it’s been a long time since they
played,” Nemeth said. “I don’t think it’s going to be too much of an
advantage. It’s been looking pretty crisp in training camp (for the Wings),
so I anticipate we should be good.”
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Steve Yzerman eager to see Red Wings’ young players, prospects
improve
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By Ansar Khan

Steve Yzerman’s first season as Detroit Red Wings general manager
was predictably rough, given the team’s shortage of talent.
He is expecting a better second season, a progression not measured as
much in points but growth in young players.
“I’m just looking for improvement,” Yzerman said. “Certainly, we’re
expecting our younger players to improve. They’re a year more mature, a
year more experienced, hopefully a little stronger, a little more explosive,
a little better-conditioned.
“When the season is over, I want Dylan Larkin to be a better hockey
player, Anthony Mantha, Tyler Bertuzzi, all the way down to … whether
it’s Gustav Lindstrom, Michael Rasmussen, regardless if they’re in Detroit
or Grand Rapids, wherever they’re playing. I want to see us be a little bit
better and have more optimism that we’re getting closer by the end of the
season.”
The Red Wings open the season tonight against the Carolina Hurricanes
at Little Caesars Arena (7:30, Fox Sports Detroit).
The Red Wings need not only a strong season from the top line of Larkin,
Mantha and Bertuzzi, who have flourished when united, they are looking
for some of their recent draft picks to take the next step. Winger Filip
Zadina and defenseman Filip Hronek top that list.
“Throughout the whole organization we’re looking at improvement,”
Yzerman said. “We’re hoping our kids in the minors are getting better,
that we inch closer in the rebuilding of our team and become more
competitive.”
Yzerman has made several trades and free-agent signings that have
reshaped the roster. Along the way, he stockpiled draft picks – 11 in
2019, 12 in 2020 and nine in 2021. That includes six extra second-round
selections and two additional third-rounders.
“There are some decisions I’ve been pleased with and some decisions
I’m not so pleased with along the way,” Yzerman said. “Ultimately, I like
the nucleus of the young players that are here. Some of the young
players that aren’t here, we have some optimism for some, we’re hoping
for more out of some. Until they’re actually in the NHL and contributing,
you wait and see.
“I just think it’s a process. We’re going to stick with it and hopefully we
can become a good team sooner or later. I think the process will
eventually work out for us.”
Helm, Djoos on COVID protocol list
Darren Helm and Christian Djoos were among those on the NHL’s list of
players unavailable to play or practice, in accordance with the league’s
COVID-19 protocols.
Helm has not been on the ice since the second day of training camp.
Djoos was claimed off waivers from Anaheim on Saturday.
The league said these absences can be the result of a number of factors
including:
An initial positive test which remains unconfirmed until confirmatory
testing is completed pursuant to the positive test protocol.
Mandated isolation for symptomatic individuals.
Required quarantine as a high-risk close contact.
Isolation based on a confirmed positive test result.
Quarantine for travel or other reasons.
The league will maintain a dedicated list launched later this week which
will be updated daily to reflect the players on each club that are

unavailable to practice or play due to a COVID protocol related absence.
No additional detail will be provided either by the league or the club,
including the precise reason the player is unavailable or how long he
might be out.
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Red Wings hope new faces, commitment to puck possession yields
better results in 2021

By Ansar Khan

The Detroit Red Wings for many years were predicated on puck
possession. With players like Pavel Datsyuk, Henrik Zetterberg and
Nicklas Lidstrom, they played keep-away with the puck on many nights,
leading to much success.
The current Red Wings do not have nearly that kind of talent and haven’t
for several seasons, leading to a painfully prolonged rebuild.
But as the 2021 Red Wings return from a historically bad season, they
have many new faces and a renewed emphasis on puck possession.
“We’re valuing the puck,” Dylan Larkin, named captain on Wednesday,
said. “You got to start with that, and the rest will take care of itself.
“This whole camp we’ve been focusing on breaking the puck out as a
five-man unit, going up the ice together, moving the puck, moving our
feet, not just throwing it away, not just rimming it around the boards and
just getting it out of our zone. We’re trying to come back to it, talk,
communicate, and then get out as five men and attack up the ice
together so we can spend time in the offensive zone. There’s been a
huge emphasis on that, and I like the way it’s going.”
The Red Wings open Thursday against Carolina at Little Caesars Arena
(7:30 p.m., Fox Sports Detroit), putting behind them a disastrous 201920, during which they finished with by far the worst record in the NHL and
ranked last in goals for and goals against.
They will play 56 games, eight each against opponents in the temporarily
realigned Central Division (Carolina, Chicago, Columbus, Dallas, Florida,
Nashville and Tampa Bay).
General manager Steve Yzerman changed one-third of the roster, adding
forwards Bobby Ryan, Vladislav Namestnikov and Mathias Brome,
defensemen Marc Staal, Troy Stecher and Jon Merrill and goaltender
Thomas Greiss.
“They’re guys that play hard, play the right way, they’re really competitive
and they want the puck on their stick, and they want to make plays,”
Larkin said. “I think we’ve added a lot of skill, we’ve added some great
vets that have been around the league and I think they’re going to bring
that experience and we’re going to be a hard team to play against and
we’re going to be a team that wants to play with the puck and make other
teams defend.”
Anthony Mantha said: “Namestnikov and Bobby are two guys that like to
control the puck. I think that’s a little bit what we were lacking last year,
giving the puck away a little bit too easy. If they can slow down the play
and make good plays, we’ll play with the puck more often.”
Larkin, Mantha and Tyler Bertuzzi form a productive top line. The club is
counting on Robby Fabbri’s second line, with Filip Zadina and, when he’s
cleared to play, Bobby Ryan, to provide secondary scoring.
“We have to get more out of more people,” Blashill said. “To add scoring
from different people is huge. We need more depth of scoring. We need
more people to contribute offensively.”
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They also need to defend much better.
“We let in way too many goals last year,” Valtteri Filppula said. “Our main
focus has to be defensively. When you play better defensively, you’re
going to create some offensive chances.”
While limiting goals against is a collaboration of the defense, the
forwards and the goaltender, having an upgraded blue line with the
additions of Marc Staal, Troy Stecher and Jon Merrill – along with a
healthy Danny DeKeyser – should help immensely.
“I like the additions on the back end,” Larkin said. “They’re guys that can
skate and move the puck and get it up to the forwards and we can attack
and spend a lot of time in the offensive zone to use our energy and use
our legs and grind teams down.”
The Red Wings finished with the third-worst points percentage in
franchise history last season (17-49-5, 39 points), and having extra time
to stew on it due to the pandemic made it worse.
“I’d have to say it was one of the hardest years of my life,” Larkin said.
“You had to sit at home for 10 months and think about it and all the things
going on in the world. It definitely made it worse that we couldn’t have a
short summer and work as hard as possible and come back in
September. It gave us extra time to regroup and put in extra work and
hopefully come back and not be in that position again.”
Michigan Live LOADED: 01.15.2021
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Steve Yzerman: Dylan Larkin perfect fit as Red Wings captain

By Ansar Khan

home, road -- we could count on Nick to be a great player for us. That
was very reassuring. That was his form of leadership was just his
consistency and his work ethic and the high level of play.
“I see in Dylan’s work ethic and his drive and determination, it’s there on
a daily basis. We all saw it last year even with our team, with the poor
record that we had. I can’t say there were too many nights I said Dylan
didn’t bring it tonight. He brought it every day in practice and every night
in the games. Those are the things that really stood out to me. It was just
pretty clear as the year went on and just getting to know him more and
talking with him, didn’t really change anything, which we felt initially at the
start of the season.”
Yzerman said the organization was impressed with the way Larkin
conducted himself in media interviews after losses during a difficult
season.
“Being the captain, you take a lot of responsibility,” Yzerman said. “I think
you’re expected to be there, the fans want to hear what you have to say.
It’s a challenge to come up with a good answer at times without stating
the obvious. It wears on everybody. When you’re constantly losing, you
have really bad losses, it’s draining for everybody, whether it’s players,
coaches, management, fans. But players, you just got to show up for
work the next day and answer. When you struggle and you go through it,
I think you can learn a lot from it, and it makes you certainly appreciate
when things are going well. Again, I look back on all the experiences …
you try to learn from them, and I think ultimately you get stronger and get
better through them.”
Yzerman informed Larkin of the decision during a meeting at Little
Caesars Arena on Tuesday. Both wore masks, but Yzerman said, “I’m
doing to confess we did shake hands at the end of the conversation. I
don’t know about Dylan, but I immediately went to the hand sanitizer
afterward. So, I hope the protocol police will accept that.”
Michigan Live LOADED: 01.15.2021
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Steve Yzerman knew Dylan Larkin well as a player and heard good
things about him as a person but wanted to take some time before
deciding whether he should be the next Detroit Red Wings captain.
After watching his performance on the ice and his conduct away from the
rink during a difficult season, Yzerman was convinced Larkin was ready
to wear the C.
“He stands out as a leader in his work ethic, his competitiveness, his
commitment, his inner drive to be really good, to win,” Yzerman said
Wednesday, after the club named Larkin as captain.
“He’s a really good person. He’s a mature young man. He’s responsible.
He cares. We feel with our team, the age he’s at (24), where we are as
an organization, his maturity as a hockey player, he just has a lot of
attributes that make him a natural leader and perfect fit for us as our
captain.”
It is an exclusive club. Yzerman was the longest-serving captain in NHL
history (19 seasons). Nicklas Lidstrom wore the C the next six seasons
and Henrik Zetterberg for six more. The Red Wings had only alternate
captains, of which Larkin was one, the past two seasons.
“I strongly believe he represents our organization extremely well,”
Yzerman said. “He’s extremely proud to be a part of the Red Wings
organization and has a burning desire to be successful here.”
Yzerman said there is no cookie-cutter design for a captain. He told
Larkin to be himself. But all ideal captains share some traits.
“The greatest thing about Nicklas Lidstrom, whether he was the captain
or not, we could count on Nick every single day,” Yzerman said. “He
showed up at practice, he worked hard at practice. He didn’t say a whole
lot, but when he spoke, when you talked to him, he was very intelligent
and very astute. But every game -- preseason, regular season, playoffs,
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Nine bold (and not so bold) Red Wings predictions for 2021

By Max Bultman Jan 14, 2021

The day is here. After 10 months of waiting, the Red Wings will start
another hockey season tonight.
It’ll be a season unlike any other — with no fans in most NHL arenas to
start and 56-game schedules played entirely within geographically
arranged divisions — but it will be a season. And after 10 months away,
that feels damn good to say.
You could be forgiven if, after the historical unpredictability of 2020,
you’re all set on predictions for a while. Not me, though. Living through
2020 has only made me more resolute to get something, anything, right
about what will happen for the Red Wings in 2021.
Some predictions are bold. Some perhaps less so. But as the puck gets
set to drop for Detroit, it’s time to get ’em all out there:
1. Anthony Mantha tops 50 points to lead the Red Wings in scoring
Last season, Mantha was the Red Wings’ most dangerous offensive
player when he was in the lineup. He scored 38 points in 43 games
playing on the top line, and looked like he might be taking a legitimate
star turn.
Crossing the 50-point mark would put him right around that same pace in
a 56-game season, so the boldest part about this prediction is probably
the implication Mantha will be healthy enough to play 50-plus games.
Injuries have cut short both of his last two campaigns. But I think he will
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be, allowing him to set a career high in points and at least make a run at
his career-best 25 goals.
He’s picked up right where he left off last season throughout training
camp, and Jeff Blashill has signaled he wants to keep Mantha’s line with
Dylan Larkin and Tyler Bertuzzi together. He’s also experimented with
Mantha on the penalty kill, which, even if it ends up being a part-time
proposition, is a clear sign of the trust Mantha has built up with the
coaching staff. That means his 19 minutes per night last season could
even be in line to rise.
Staying healthy is the key here, but I’m buying Mantha’s breakout last
season, and think he’ll ride it to a career year in 2021.
2. Jon Merrill scores a career high in points
Another career-high prediction, this time about a much less obvious
candidate.
Merrill, first and foremost, is known as a defensive defenseman. But he’s
also gotten some looks in camp at the top of the second power-play unit,
and should be in line for a more prominent role than he’s had on a loaded
Vegas team. I say it takes him to the highest-scoring season of his
career, surpassing 2018-19, when he had 15 points.
Blashill talked earlier in camp about Merrill’s complete game, being able
to pass well, defend well and play on both special teams, and about the
possibility greater opportunity could bring out even more in him still. That
checks two big boxes for a potential breakout: more opportunity, and
belief from a coach.
Merrill played in 57 games that career-best season for Vegas, one more
than the maximum he could play this season, but I’ll still say he
surpasses 15 points and gets up closer to 20 by season’s end.
3. Vladislav Namestnikov earns ‘fan favorite’ status quickly
In my two years on this beat, I’ve learned that Red Wings fans have a
few things they really, really like in a player.
Hometown products. Ties to the franchise’s history. And a willingness to
play the full ice, for a full 60 minutes. (And hey, what fan base doesn’t?)
Check, check and check for Namestnikov, a former first-round pick of
Steve Yzerman’s in Tampa Bay who just so happens to be Slava
Kozlov’s nephew and grew up in the area. Most importantly, though: He
can play. He’s scored 14 or more goals three times in his career, and
looks like he’ll bring a complete game for the Red Wings wherever they
slot him in the lineup. After seeing him for two weeks, my guess is
whatever line he lands on in a given game will be better off for it.
If that holds up, that fact alone will buy him a lot of goodwill among the
fans, and then the more sentimental details of his story will put it all over
the top.
4. Robby Fabbri’s scoring drops off
You didn’t think these were all going to be good vibes and happy
thoughts, did you?
For every positive surprise on a team, there’s usually a downer, too. And
while Fabbri was one of the unquestioned positives of last season for the
Red Wings, his scoring did dip toward the end of the season: After
scoring 27 points in his first 38 games, he closed with just four in his final
14. And now, he’s been transitioning to center, where the defensive
demands of him will be greater.
He could have some advantages, too, like the potential for young winger
Filip Zadina to break out on his wing. And this doesn’t mean Fabbri
should be expected to crater. But especially if he remains on the second
power-play unit, rather than the first, Fabbri may have a tougher set of
circumstances this time around. His scoring could very well slip as a
result.
5. Thomas Greiss finishes the season as Detroit’s top goalie

The Red Wings have given every indication they plan to start the year by
getting both of their goalies going. And Greiss and Jonathan Bernier, as
two similarly talented netminders, certainly have the look of a true
tandem.
This prediction, though, has very little to do with the ability of Bernier,
who was excellent the second half of last year. Frankly, if Bernier can
play all of this season like he finished 2020, he’ll deserve the majority of
starts.
Maintaining that level of play into a new season is going to be awfully
difficult, though, even with what looks like an improved blue line in front
of him. And Greiss, meanwhile, is the only Red Wings goalie under
contract beyond this season. Could that lead Detroit to try and let Greiss
try and establish himself as a starter going into next year? Or even trade
Bernier, if the right team needs a goaltender at the deadline?
Greiss will have his own question marks transitioning from behind a stout
Islanders defense to the Red Wings’, but if I’m guessing who starts more
down the stretch, I’d lean his way for now.
6. Detroit’s trade deadline is the quietest in years
OK, let’s contradict part of that last point for a minute. Yes, the Red
Wings have a staggering 10 pending unrestricted free agents this
season. And yes, as a rebuilding team, none of them should be off the
table when the deadline comes.
But this trade deadline will be unlike any other for three reasons. It will
come with less a month remaining in the season. At least seven of the
league’s teams will have severely complicated trade situations due to the
U.S.-Canada border restrictions. And even among U.S. teams, it’s hard
to say what quarantine rules might be in place by April for players
switching teams.
Oh, and teams are still feeling the financial effects of the pandemic and
may prove hesitant to take on unexpected salary late in the season.
So could there be one or two more deals this year for the Red Wings?
Sure. But acquiring teams might want to make their moves earlier, and
that’s if they’re motivated to make them at all.
7. Moritz Seider’s entry-level contract slides once again
Red Wings fans might actually like this prediction, because it would mean
getting three full seasons of Seider for less than $1 million annually from
2021-22 through the 2023-24 season.
But really, the prediction here is that Seider will play fewer than seven
games with the Red Wings this spring, simply because he can’t return
from Sweden until his team’s SHL season is over. And right now, his
Rögle group is sitting atop the standings.
If Rögle can hold that form and make a run in the playoffs, Seider may
not be available to Detroit until late April or even early May, with just a
few games left in the season.
Seider has been excellent in Sweden so far, putting up one of the
highest-scoring seasons in the league’s history for U20 defensemen, at
.68 points per game. That’s in addition to a ridiculous 61.9 percent shot
share for his team when he’s on the ice, according to Svengelska
Hockey.
But the consequence of that performance might be that fans in Detroit
have to wait a little longer to see him, and will likely only get a small dose
of him this year if they do.
8. The Red Wings finish the regular season 21-30-5, for 47 standings
points as a bottom-three team
Here’s the bottom line: The Red Wings should be better than they were
last season, but that’s not saying much. They’re going to lose much more
often this year than they win, even if they are able to make those losses
closer.
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It’s not lost on me, either, that I’m picking them to win more games in a
56-game season than they won in 71 tries last year. But don’t let that
color your impression of their outlook too much: This record would still
likely place them as a bottom-three team in the league.

Nashville Predators top Blue Jackets in season opener, 3-1: Our top
observations

However, I also think …

PAUL SKRBINA | Nashville Tennessean

9. The Red Wings finish ahead of Chicago in the Central Division
This might be a shade too bold. But with all of the Blackhawks’ injuries,
and how inexperienced they are in net, I’m not sold they’re going to be
any better than the Red Wings this season.
Chicago already gave up the most expected goals per 60 minutes in the
league last season, and that was when it still had Jonathan Toews, Kirby
Dach, Brandon Saad, Corey Crawford and Robin Lehner in the lineup.
Now, Saad’s been traded, Dach is out four to five months, Toews is out
indefinitely and some combination of Collin Delia and Malcolm Subban is
left to replace two of the league’s best goaltenders. Neither has started
more than 20 games in an NHL season.
It seems like a recipe for disaster for the Blackhawks, although still
having Patrick Kane, Alex DeBrincat, Dominik Kubalik and Dylan Strome
should give them respectable offense, and make for some high-scoring
games in the Central Division.
Considering how the Red Wings’ season went last year, and the
struggles I think they’ll continue to have in 2021, I might really regret this
pick within a month. But I just can’t talk myself into Chicago this season.
The Athletic LOADED: 01.15.2021
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Nashville Predators' season begins with mask-wearing catfish hitting ice

CHRIS THOMAS | Nashville Tennessean

You can take fans out of Bridgestone Arena.
But you can't keep catfish off the ice.

It had been 315 days since the Nashville Predators played a game inside
Bridgestone Arena.
They last played there 10 months and nine days ago, a 2-0 victory
against the Stars, before the COVID-19 pandemic paused the regular
season a few days later.
It had been 160 days since the Predators last played a game, period.
That was in the NHL bubble in Edmonton, a Game 4 loss to the Coyotes
in a play-in series.
They took on the Blue Jackets on Thursday night, the first in a 56-game,
all-intradivisional schedule for the 2021 season. The Predators prevailed
3-1 behind goals from newcomer Luke Kunin, Filip Forsberg and Calle
Jarnkrok, their first victory since Aug. 4 and second since March 10.
It had also been 4,121 days since a goalie other than Pekka Rinne has
started a season opener for the Predators. Until Juuse Saros started
Thursday, Dan Ellis was the last to do so, Oct. 3, 2009.
Saros made 29 saves and played all 60 minutes.
FINAL SKATE?: If this is it for Pekka Rinne's Predators career, he’ll go
out changing diapers
BOLD PREDICTIONS: 5 bold predictions for the Nashville Predators'
2021 NHL season
Rinne's streak of 10 consecutive opening-game starts included a record
of 7-2-1. He spent the game wearing not a goalie mask but a black
facemask while sitting on the Predators' bench.
"This was a little bit harder of a decision in the sense both players have
played very well (in training camp)," coach John Hynes said. "When you
look at February and early March before the pause, (Saros) was really,
really hot. He took the load there. ... I think they've both had a reset. I
really like where (Saros) is at mentally, where his game is. I think Pekka
... is in a really good place. He wants to compete for the spot. He knows
he's going to play."

The Nashville Predators' season was christened Thursday when two
catfish — including one wearing a mask — were tossed onto the ice
before their season-opening game against the Columbus Blue Jackets.

Yes, hockey is back in Nashville, and it's going to be different this
season.

LIVE OBSERVATIONS: Out top takeaways from Thursday's seasonopener

One thing, though, was familiar: A masked catfish was thrown on the ice
at 7:15 p.m., delaying puck drop for a few seconds. And it was following
CDC guidelines by wearing a mask.

The Predators are beginning the season without fans in Bridgestone
Arena, despite getting the go-ahead from the Metro Public Health
Department to allow a limited number of fans this season. About 200
people were present at the game, including some family members, arena
personnel and first-responders from the Nashville bombing on Christmas.
The Covid Catfish hits the ice in Nashville. #CBJ #Preds
pic.twitter.com/WoEStiG8a4
— Alison (@AlisonL) January 15, 2021
The Predators' catfish-throwing tradition dates back to at least Oct. 30,
2003, when The Tennessean first reported a fan tossing one onto the
arena ice. However, there are reports that Bob Wolf, a restaurant owner,
tossed a catfish on Jan. 26, 1999, against the Detroit Red Wings.
Tennessean LOADED: 01.15.2021
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Perhaps the most noticeable difference was off the ice. Like most other
teams in the NHL, the Predators are not allowing fans to attend games to
start the season. They hope that changes sometime in February.
For now, though, only friends and family, arena staff and some cardboard
cutouts were allowed to be spectators.
Predators players and team staff were introduced one by one before the
game, to the sound of piped in crowd noise. The team then honored the
six law enforcement officers -- Brenna Hosey, James Luellen, Michael
Sipos, Amanda Topping, James Wells and Timothy Miller -- who were
onsite during the Christmas Day bombing downtown.
The Predators also said they were doing their best to follow stringent
NHL COVID protocols.
Here are some observations from a very different opening night:
Cole Smith, a 24-year-old forward, made his NHL debut Thursday with
the Predators. He was on the fourth line with Brad Richardson and Calle
Jarnkrok.
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Seven players made their Predators debuts Thursday: defensemen Mark
Borowiecki and Matt Benning; forwards Erik Haula, Luke Kunin, Nick
Cousins, Richardson and Smith.
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Kunin scored the first goal of the season for the Predators with 6:51 left
in the second on a pass from Haula to tie the score 1-1.

Can't watch Nashville Predators games on YouTube TV or Hulu? Here's
why

Nashville Predators

"It's nice to get that first one out of the way," Kunin said
Filip Forsberg scored the go-ahead goal for the Predators in the second
period and moved into second place all time in goals in franchise history
with 167 in 459 games. He passed Shea Weber and trails only David
Legwand (210 in 956 games).
"Obviously we missed the fans," Forsberg said. "We wanted it to be
rocking and 18,000 people getting wild for us, but the people that were
here did a great job. ... Even the (team) doctors got excited when we
scored."
Benning and Borowiecki had a strong showing as the Predators' new
third defensive pairing. They also some power-play time, allowing the top
four defensemen a bit of a breather.
Forward Mikael Granlund, who likely will play on the second line, likely
won't play in the team's first four games, at least. He was dealing with
visa issues after signing as a free agent and missed all of training camp.
Granlund talked with The Tennessean during the pause last season
about his stillborn baby and more.

CHRIS THOMAS | Nashville Tennessean

Can't find Nashville Predators games on your TV streaming service?
You're not alone.
The majority of Predators games, which most often are broadcast on Fox
Sports Tennessee, will not be viewable to subscribers of YouTube TV
and Hulu + Live TV and Sling TV — three of the marquee streaming
services available.
Those streaming services no longer have the rights to distribute Sinclair
Broadcast Group's Regional Sports Networks — which includes Fox
Sports Tennessee — after failing to reach a deal on a renewal.
The streaming services say Sinclair is asking for too much money for the
channels, which would increase the cost of their packages. Sinclair is
saying there's high demand for its products, which comes at a price.

There may be no fans in the stands, but a catfish still found its way onto
the ice in Nashville. @PredsNHL #NHLFaceOff
pic.twitter.com/pQWU2uCklc

YouTube TV and Hulu + Live TV, which each cost $64.99 per month,
haven't streamed Sinclair's Fox-branded RSNs since October. Sling TV
dropped the channels in September 2019.

— NHL GIFs (@NHLGIFs) January 15, 2021

AT&T Now, which as of January 2021 required $79.99 for its max plan,
still offers all Fox Sports regional channels. Dish Network and Direct TV
also offer the channels via satellite.

Tennessean LOADED: 01.15.2021
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Nashville Predators vs. Columbus Blue Jackets: How to watch season
opener

The puck drops on the Predators' 2021 season on Jan. 14. Only eight of
Nashville's 56 regular-season games will appear on a channel other than
Fox Sports Tennessee:
*Jan. 19: vs. Carolina (ESPN+)
*Jan. 22: at Dallas (ESPN+)

CHRIS THOMAS | Nashville Tennessean

Jan. 27: Chicago (NBCSN)
Feb. 9: vs. Tampa Bay (NBCSN)

Here's how to watch the Nashville Predators' season-opening game
against the Columbus Blue Jackets at Bridgestone Arena:

Feb. 25: at Detroit (NHL Network)
Feb. 28: vs. Columbus (NHL Network)

Predators vs. Blue Jackets: TV, streaming and radio info

March 28: at Chicago (NBCSN)

FACEOFF: 7 p.m. Thursday, Bridgestone Arena, Nashville

April 21: at Chicago (NBCSN)

TV: Fox Sports Tennessee

*ESPN+ is an online streaming service, which may cost an additional
subscription.

RADIO: 102.5 The Game (Nashville), NHL app
STREAMING: NHL.tv, NBCSports.com, NBC Sports app, AT&T Now
2019-20 RECORDS: Predators 35-26-8; Blue Jackets 33-22-15
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Your guide to season opener
LIVE OBSERVATIONS: Our top takeaways from Thursday's season
opener

Nashville Predators not providing much reason for optimism as NHL
season opens

BOLD PREDICTIONS: Our best guesses for Predators in 2021 season.
PEKKA'S LAST SKATE? If this is it for Predators goalie, he'll go out
changing diapers
OPINION: Predators not giving much reason for optimism entering 2021
season
Tennessean LOADED: 01.15.2021
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So you fired up for the start of a new Nashville Predators’ season
Thursday night?
Really? Tell the truth, now.
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Because if I’m honest, I’m having trouble conjuring up much excitement
heading into this delayed, shortened NHL regular season. All games to
be against the same divisional opponents and in largely empty arenas.
Smashville definitely won’t be Smashville.

If you believe so, then you’re probably more excited about a new season
than I am.

As much as I’ll hate that, my premature blahs are more about the team
on the ice.
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The Predators were supposed to be very good last season. Instead, they
were mediocre. And now, they’re roundly forecast to be mediocre again,
middle of the NHL pack, probably on the cusp of the playoffs.
At the moment, I can’t give you a reason to expect more.
That’s tough talk before a team plays a game. We'll see. The Predators
have delighted and spoiled their fans a lot in recent years, but they
reached a point last season where they ceased to be an ascending
franchise and became a declining one, inching closer to a roster rebuild
than the Stanley Cup.
This sets up as a pivotal 2021 season. The window for this franchise’s
most successful generation of talent hasn’t closed yet.
But it is closing.
While still a capable team, the Predators can’t be called elite. It’s largely
the same squad that couldn’t get it together for much of 2019-20 and
then failed to make the 16-team playoffs with an upset loss to Arizona in
the bubble.
The entire season was a reality check, it seemed, for an organization that
was genuinely startled to see it happening.
General manager David Poile shook up the roster a bit, but those were
peripheral moves. His hands were tied by expensive long-term contracts
on the books. By necessity, much of the offseason discussion was about
bringing along younger players in the system.
And so these Predators enter 2021 in the same place they ended 2020:
“We have a core of top players that can play better,” Poile said.
The Predators have little choice but to stake this upcoming season on
that hope that improves.
But that’s all it is at this stage — hope.
It’s the same thing we heard all last season, too, and not much changed
even as the coach did. Between Peter Laviolette and current coach John
Hynes, neither was able to solve the mystery of the Predators’ top
forwards. Guys like Ryan Johansen, Matt Duchene and Filip Forsberg
were making a lot of money and not scoring enough goals.
And they know it.
“We have, in my opinion, one of the best forward groups in the NHL,”
Forsberg said. “Ultimately, we all had a tough season. To be completely
honest, most of our forwards didn’t have a great year, including myself.”
Johansen: “We were viewed as a team there for a few years at the top,
projected to have a chance to win the Cup. Now that we’ve let that slip a
little bit, that’s something that’s frustrated us. As a group and individuals,
we know what we’re capable of.”
Hynes hasn’t called out specific players since he was hired a year ago.
That's not his way, but he has been stressing a culture change and the
need to start backing up the talk and not “say we’re going to do this, but
then we don’t do it.”
He wants a team that’s tougher to play against, one that’s more hardworking.
Yes, the Predators did need an upgrade in toughness.
But more goals would be nice, too, and here’s the part that isn’t being
said out loud: Do the Predators really have one of the NHL’s best forward
groups? Are they truly capable of more than we saw last season?
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Can Predators’ Ryan Johansen change the minds of his critics?

By Adam Vingan Jan 14, 2021

You’ve probably already made up your mind about Ryan Johansen.
Most likely, you share the opinion of an NHL team executive who texted
this when asked for his take on Johansen: “Lazy!!! He is a hell of a talent
but is complacent.”
Johansen is also self-aware. After nine seasons in the league, the 28year-old center knows how he is perceived.
“I’d say the perception is maybe a little inconsistent,” Johansen said. “I
have a lot of good moments (during) the year but then sometimes I
struggle a little bit to be effective throughout a whole season. The one
thing I’m proud of that I’d hope other players and people around the
league see is that in the big games and big moments in the playoffs, I’m
always at the top of my game and always find a way to get there and be
a really effective player.”
That is more or less how last season played out for Johansen, who only
mustered 36 points in 68 games but showed signs of life during the
Predators’ brief postseason appearance in the Edmonton bubble last
summer.
The problem, of course, is that a No. 1 center who makes $8 million per
year is expected to show up more than intermittently.
“Ryan’s game for me has been on a roller coaster for a long time.
Certainly not a great season for him last year. I actually expect him to be
better this season,” an NHL team scout said. “I think he is maturing but it
has been a slow process. He certainly has the parts to be a substantial
offensive contributor if he can get everything together.”
Johansen is at something of a crossroads in his career. Another bad
season will further — and perhaps permanently — cement the narrative
that has dogged him.
“This is a big year, a pivotal year in my career to take a step and to make
a big name for myself,” Johansen said. “I understand my responsibility
and my role on this team. It’s a great opportunity for me this year to have
a great bounce-back and be a big force for our hockey club and lead the
way up front.”
Johansen used the word “force” multiple times to describe how he wants
to play this season. That means relying more on his 6-foot-3, 218-pound
frame, which he spent the offseason fine-tuning with the help of
Predators strength and conditioning coach David Good, to create scoring
opportunities for himself and others.
When Johansen is at the top of his game, he seeks out and derives
energy from contact, something he said he did not do enough last
season.
“I was trying to skill my way through games and just be a playmaker
when I needed to put the will and the work in and (focus on) the little
details of the game and our team game and our structure that lead you to
success,” Johansen said.
There are reasons to believe that Johansen will rebound. Predators
coach John Hynes has reunited him with Filip Forsberg and Viktor
Arvidsson, both of whom are also motivated after struggling last season.
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New assistant coaches Dan Hinote and Todd Richards have experience
with Johansen from when they all were with the Columbus Blue Jackets,
which should help as well.
“We spent some time with Ryan as far as things that we expect from him
and his perspective of what he felt had gone on last year,” Hynes said. “I
think we all feel like we’ve put that to bed. I think it’s important that you
take the lessons from it, but you don’t dwell on it, that it always continues
to go back to last year. Let’s talk about the reasons why certain things
occurred and how do we fix them and how does he as a player fix them
in the offseason to be more prepared. And to his credit, he put a lot of
work in in the offseason.
“A bounce-back season for Ryan Johansen is we want him to maximize
his potential, to be a player that comes in here every day (and) practices
the right way (and) drives practice. When he gets in games, he’s moving
his feet. He’s competitive. He’s a coachable guy and consistent and
reliable. If Ryan Johansen can do those things, then he’s going to set
himself up and our team up to have a good season.”
Said Johansen: “I just want to get out there and get to work and put those
doubts from people away and go out there, have fun and lead my team
out front and find a way to have a very successful year.”
We have heard things like this from Johansen before. It will take more
than words to change the minds of his skeptics.
“I’m done talking,” Johansen said. “It’s just exciting to have the
opportunity to go out and prove it.”
The Athletic LOADED: 01.15.2021
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Florida Panthers goalie Sergei Bobrovsky (72) eyes on the puck during
training camp in preparation for the 2021 NHL season at the BB&T
Center on Wednesday, January 13, 2021 in Sunrise. DAVID SANTIAGO
DSANTIAGO@MIAMIHERALD.COM
WILL GOALTENDING IMPROVE?
Sergei Bobrovsky, heading into Year 2 of his seven-year, $70 million
deal, is coming off his worst season in which he started more than 30
games (.900 save perentage, 3.23 goals against average, 23-19-6
record). His status is also uncertain for the start of the season after being
deemed “unift to play” for the first week and a half of training camp and
starting the season with a “non-roster” designation.
In his absence, however long that is, Chris Driedger and Sam
Montembeault will have to step up. Montembeault impressed during
training camp, and Driedger was solid in spurts last season (7-2-1 record,
.938 save percentage, 2.05 goals against average in 11 starts).
WILL THE TEAM’S NEW-LOOK POWER PLAY UNIT LIVE UP TO
LOFTY STANDARDS?
The Panthers have ranked among the top 10 in the NHL on power play
productivity each of the last two years.
But two key weapons from their extra-man attack — Mike Hoffman and
Evgenii Dadonov (47 combined power-play goals in the last two years) —
are no longer with the team.
Another likely new wrinkle: Aaron Ekblad taking the lone defenseman
spot instead of Keith Yandle.
The Panthers’ top power-play unit for the past week in training camp has
consisted of Aleksander Barkov, Jonathan Huberdeau, Anthony Duclair,
Patric Hornqvist and Ekblad.

Five Florida Panthers questions heading into the 2021 season

HOW MUCH SHOULD BE EXPECTED FROM THE PANTHERS’
ROOKIES?

BY JORDAN MCPHERSON JANUARY 14, 2021 02:07 PM

Two rookie forwards will be on the Panthers’ opening night roster in right
wing Owen Tippett and center Eetu Luostarinen. The duo has primarily
worked together with veteran left wing Frank Vatrano as the Panthers’
third forward line during training camp.

The Florida Panthers open their 2021 season Sunday against the
Chicago Blackhawks at the BB&T Center.
Here are five questions surrounding the team heading into its second
season under coach Joel Quenneville.
HOW WILL THE NHL’S SCHEDULE FORMAT FOR THIS YEAR
IMPACT THE PANTHERS’ PLAYOFF HOPES?
The NHL for this season has divided teams geographically into four
divisions. This includes a seven-team “North” division that includes all
seven of the NHL’s Canadian teams, necessitated by the fact that the
United States-Canada border remains closed.
The Panthers are in the eight-team “Central” division, which also includes
the defending Stanley Cup champion Tampa Bay Lightning, Carolina
Hurricanes, Chicago Blackhawks, Columbus Blue Jackets, Dallas Stars,
Detroit Red Wings and Nashville Predators.
Teams will only play against those in their division during the regular
season, meaning the Panthers will play eight games against each team
in their division. With the exception of two three-game sets against the
Lightning, the schedule is all two-game series at the same venue.
The top four teams from each division make the Stanley Cup playoffs.
“It’s gonna be a little bit different, but it can also be a good thing,”
Panthers center Alex Wennberg said. “We’re probably going to know the
teams we’re playing a little bit better and the scouting report’s going to
easier because you’re playing the same team as you did the night before.
... There’s nothing really you can do about it. It’s just how the schedule is
right now.”

“Two young guys who are great players,” Vatrano said of his linemates.
“They play with speed and have a lot of skill. For me, I’m just trying to
create energy and be there to help them. Obviously, there’s going to be
some questions [with them] not having much [NHL] experience. I’m just
there to help them and to create my energy and speed and get open at
the same time.”
Tippett, the Panthers’ 2017 first-round pick, has immense potential and
likely would have been a call-up late last season if not for missing time
due to a wrist injury while with the Panthers’ American Hockey League
Affiliate. He will also likely get time on Florida’s second power-play unit.
Luostarinen, a second-round pick by the Carolina Panthers in 2017,
joined the Panthers organization at the trade deadline last season as part
of the Vincent Trocheck trade. Luostarinen, 22, has been a surprise in
camp, and it looks as if Quenneville will giving him his share of ice time
early in the season.
HOW WILL THE DEFENSIVE PAIRINGS SHAKE OUT?
The Panthers are carrying seven defensemen on their roster right now:
Ekblad, Gustav Forsling, Radko Gudas, Riley Stillman, Anton Stralman,
MacKenzie Weegar and Yandle. An eighth in Noah Juulsen will join that
group after being claimed off waivers Monday.
Teams only have six active defensemen for game day, so what will
Florida’s pairings look like?
Two seem obvious. Weegar and Ekblad were the Panthers’ top
defensive pairing from last year. Stillman and Stralman were the second
pairing. Gudas should be a lock for one of those spots, leaving the last
spot to likely come between Yandle and Forsling.
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As the NHL season gets underway, the Florida Panthers watch, practice
and wait

BY JORDAN MCPHERSON JANUARY 14, 2021 12:05 PM

The Panthers are in the eight-team “Central” division, which also includes
the defending Stanley Cup champion Tampa Bay Lightning, Carolina
Hurricanes, Blackhawks, Columbus Blue Jackets, Stars, Detroit Red
Wings and Nashville Predators.
“I love watching hockey games, especially right off the bat,” Quenneville
said. “The first day is big games, important games as well.
“Divisional games will be the priority,” Quenneville added. “We still like to
flip channels if there’s two or three games going on at once. It’s almost
like there’s no commercials allowed.”
Miami Herald LOADED: 01.15.2021

Alex Wennberg could feel the excitement as the Florida Panthers
practice finished Wednesday. The 2021 NHL season was a few hours
away from starting, the league’s 56-game slate set to get underway.
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But as five games started and finished Wednesday and another 10 took
place on Thursday, the Panthers watched on as spectators.

Florida Panthers get goalie Sergei Bobrovsky back on the ice

The Panthers’ first two games of the season against the Dallas Stars,
originally scheduled for Thursday and Friday, were postponed following a
COVID-19 outbreak inside the Stars organization that resulted in 17
players testing positive.

ASSOCIATED PRESS |JAN 14, 2021 AT 12:01 PM

So while the Panthers are taking advantage of the extra practice time,
the anticipation for the season to finally get underway continues.

SUNRISE — The Florida Panthers got goaltender Sergei Bobrovsky
back Wednesday, with the two-time Vezina Trophy winner joining the
club on the ice for the first time since training camp started.

“Obviously it’s a little bit different now because you have to wait but for
sure you notice and you feel that it’s coming closer and closer,” said
Wennberg, one of eight new forwards on the Panthers’ roster. “I mean,
obviously, camp’s good but you’re excited for the games.”

Bobrovsky had been on the team’s “unfit to play” list since camp began
Jan. 3. That term covers anyone who didn’t participate in camp for any
reason, whether it was injury or something related to COVID-19 — either
a positive test or potential exposure.

The games will start on Sunday for the Panthers when they host the
Chicago Blackhawks at the BB&T Center. Florida and Chicago play
again on Tuesday before the Panthers embark on a six-game road trip.

Whatever the reason, Bobrovsky is cleared now. He was on the ice well
before the morning practice started, going through some drills and
technique work, then remained with teammates for the full-squad
session.

“It’s a little bit different, but there’s no excuses,” Wennberg, who spent his
first six seasons with the Columbus Blue Jackets, said of the unusual
circumstances of this season. “This is the scenario right here. It means
you get a chance to show off in practices. Obviously, there’s shorter time
to get into the systems, but you’ve got to listen more, get ready.”
Wennberg has shown enough throughout camp to land as the team’s
second-line center. His wingers are Jonathan Huberdeau and Patric
Hornqvist, creating a forward line that has accounted for a combined
1,118 career points (426 goals, 692 assists) over their careers.
Wennberg, at 26 years old and heading into his seventh season, is the
youngest and least experienced of the three. But he still has a knack for
setting up plays, with 161 career assists.
He’d like to showcase his skills for his new team in a live game, one that
counts toward the standings, but he and the Panthers will take advantage
of the extra practice time in the interim.
“That’s the only way you can look at it,” Wennberg said. “Right now,
we’ve got a couple of extra days here where you work on special teams
or work on some coverage or whatever it is, but I feel like you’ve got a
little bit extra time to break down those little details and I feel like that
could be something that could benefit us as well.”
EARLY SCOUTING
With the Panthers not playing until Sunday, Panthers coach Joel
Quenneville is getting the chance to do some early scout work by
watching.
And this season, Quenneville and his coaching staff have less teams to
prioritize.
Teams will only play against divisional oppenents during the regular
season.

“It’s great to be back and I felt good,” Bobrovsky said. “Just a few more
practices and I’ll be ready to go.”
Bobrovsky spent more than 90 minutes on the ice, and Panthers coach
Joel Quenneville said he was surprised to see how much work his goalie
was able to handle after the layoff.
[Popular in Sports] 2021 NFL mock draft: Two-round projections »
“I was impressed that he was able to sustain it,” Quenneville said.
Florida was scheduled to begin the season at home Thursday night
against Dallas, a two-game set that was postponed because the Stars
were dealing with a COVID-19 outbreak — 17 positive cases, forcing
them to close their facility.
The Panthers’ opener has since been pushed back to Sunday against
Chicago, so Bobrovsky has a few more days to get ready and a
determination will be made in part after the team sees how well he feels
Friday. If he can’t go Sunday, Florida would likely have Chris Driedger or
Sam Montembeault in net for the opener against the Blackhawks.
“I think he’s more than excited to get the season going and do what he
has to do,” Quenneville said. “He’s approached it the right way.”
Bobrovsky struggled last season, his save percentage of .900 being the
second worst of his career and his 3.23 goals-against average was threequarters of a goal higher than his career rate entering the 2019-20
season. He allowed nearly as many goals in 50 games last season (151)
as he did in 62 games with Columbus in the previous season (153).
But getting him back with the club was a lift Wednesday, Quenneville
said, and Bobrovsky said he was relieved that his wait was finally over.
“It’s definitely not easy, knowing your teammates are working hard and
hustling and getting ready and you are kind of out of action,” Bobrovsky
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said. “It’s not easy but I’m glad that it’s behind me. I’m very excited to be
here and it was a great practice.”

After all, more games are expected to be postponed around the league.
Perhaps the week of May 9-15 could serve as a catch-all.

Sun Sentinel LOADED: 01.15.2021

Regardless, all we know is while the NHL opened its season Wednesday
night and will kick into full gear Thursday, the Panthers and Stars remain
on the sideline watching on television.
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Florida Panthers, Dallas Stars opener not happening Thursday

By George Richards

On Thursday morning, the Florida Panthers should be taking the ice for a
quick workout before opening their 2021 season against the Dallas Stars
later that night.
Only due to a COVID-19 breakout within the Stars organization, the
opener has been postponed.
Instead of playing a game on Thursday, the Panthers will take the day
off.
And, not only will Thursday’s game not be played, but neither will the
rematch on Friday. Dallas’ third game in Tampa has also been
postponed due to the many players in the protocol.
The new NHL scheduling and divisional realignment finds the Panthers
and Stars within the Central this season.
Sign up for a Florida Hockey Now season pass today for your chance to
win an officially licensed Panthers cap
They will play each other, and the other teams in the division, eight times
this season.
The NHL has not announced when these first two games will be made up
(or whether Dallas will play its next scheduled game Tuesday at Tampa
Bay) but it likely will, sometime down the road.
Making up two games does not sound like a big deal — we see baseball
teams do it all the time — but in this hockey season, it most certainly is.
Finding a spot for those games would make an already compressed
2021 scheduled even more cramped for both teams. Days are coming off
the calendar, but those 56 games still have to be played.
Looking at the Panthers schedule, it is hard to figure out a time in which
these two games will get shoehorned in.
The Panthers now open the season Sunday night against Chicago before
playing the Blackhawks again Tuesday.
Following Tuesday, the Panthers only have 10 instances during this
season in which they have consecutive days without a game.
When the Panthers have three consecutive days off Feb. 1-3, Dallas will
be in Columbus for a two-game set.
What could happen is some other games get rearranged — with only a
handful of teams hosting fans, it’s not like tickets have to be refunded —
to try and jam in a game here or there.
Defenseman Markus Nutivaara the only member of the #FlaPanthers on
the NHL’s COVID-19 protocol list. Means they cannot practice, be around
the team in any way. https://t.co/Yl8TVh3fTa
— George Richards (@GeorgeRichards) January 13, 2021
The two teams could also find themselves playing in an empty arena on
neutral ice depending on their travel schedule. The NHL could also
decide just to put these games at the very end of the schedule and delay
the start of the playoffs by a few days.

And, based on how things are going, they probably won’t be the only
ones to be affected by postponements — just the first.
“Expect change,” Florida coach Joel Quenneville said.
Florida Hockey Now LOADED: 01.15.2021
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LeBrun: Inside Panthers’ approach with Keith Yandle to start season

By Pierre LeBrun Jan 14, 2021

Bill Zito wasn’t hired to protect the status quo in South Florida.
And that is why there’s been plenty of change not only with the roster but
throughout the front office since he was hired as GM of the Florida
Panthers in early September.
“I was effectively brought in for change,” Zito told The Athletic on
Thursday. “I had considerable meetings with the hockey staff and made
some decisions to move forward in the best interest of putting the most
competitive 20-man unit on the ice every night. And that’s what we
decided we were going with, the best collection of 20 pieces to make the
whole the greatest sum of the parts.
“That’s what we’re going to try to do.”
And that brings us to Zito’s biggest test yet as a first-time NHL GM. Keith
Yandle, a veteran, a known commodity, has fallen out of favour with the
organization. But he’s got a no-movement clause and a prohibitive
contract ($6.35 million cap hit through 2022-23).
And to be clear, Yandle remains on the 23-man roster.
But it’s pretty clear he might not be in the lineup for the team’s first game
Sunday or at least sometime early in the season.
“Obviously, Coach (Joel) Quenneville decides the lineup, but of course
based on training camp and how the lines have been, there’s a strong
possibility that Keith won’t be in the opening day lineup,’’ Zito said.
The Panthers GM said they gave Yandle a heads-up as camp
approached.
“We reached out to Keith and had a conversation with him about the
direction we would be going and wanted to let him know sooner rather
than later,” Zito said. “And Joel and I didn’t want to submarine him on the
eve of a game.”
Yandle has the NHL’s longest ironman streak at 866 games, a fact that
didn’t sit lightly in the Panthers’ decision to follow this path.
“Yeah absolutely, and it’s not without reflection and respect as well,” Zito
said of Yandle’s streak. “It’s not something that we take lightly. It’s
difficult. I think it’s difficult for any management group, much less
somebody in our situation. But we have a responsibility and we have to
make hard decisions for the collective good for our team and for our
franchise.
“Sometimes, we have to make these hard decisions.”
The 34-year-old Yandle had 45 points (5-40) in 69 games last season,
after putting up 62 points the previous season and 56 points the year
before that. But it’s his defensive play that has been spotty.
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“This doesn’t have anything to do with performance,” Yandle’s agent,
Jerry Buckley, told The Athletic on Thursday. “Keith is one of the top
offensive defensemen in the NHL. He was last year, he has been over
the last three years. And this decision was made a week before training
camp. So it doesn’t have to do with performance. This is the general
manager’s attempt to pressure Keith and make him uncomfortable and to
waive this no-trade clause.’’
Yandle told Panthers beat writer George Richards earlier this week that
he hasn’t been asked to waive his no-movement clause.
Zito declined to get into the speculation of whether this will lead to a
trade, stating only: “We have not asked him to waive his no-move.”
There has been speculation that the Panthers and Bruins had a
conversation about Yandle in late December, but it doesn’t seem to have
gone beyond that. Not yet anyway. I would think Yandle, who hails from
Milton, Mass., would OK a deal with the Bruins if that ever came to pass.
But no doubt he’d rather just play for the Panthers.
And by the way, he might appear in some games this season for Florida.
The Panthers picked up two blueliners off waivers this past week so it’s
not exactly the team’s strength.
It’s just that it’s clear now Yandle’s spot in the lineup is not guaranteed.
“We’re moving forward with meritocracy and the vision of a 20-man unit
that plays as the best team,” Zito said. “We want accountability night in
and night out in our lineup and competition for spots on our team. I
learned a lot in Columbus (where Zito was assistant GM) and hope that
competition and competitiveness for spots in our lineup that are earned,
from all of our guys up and down the lineup, are valued and coveted.
“That’s Step 1 in the process and making progress and moving forward.”
There are still different ways this could end up. Yandle could win back
the confidence of the Panthers and regain his role. Or he’s traded. Or
he’s bought out after the season.
There is no joy in any of this for Zito, that was clear from his voice over
the phone Thursday. But he took on his first GM job with a clear mandate
and a vision of how he wants a team to compete.
Maybe he’s wrong about Yandle, maybe he isn’t.
But the Panthers seem resolute in changing how things have been going
in South Florida the past few years. And who can blame them for that?
The status quo isn’t an option.
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